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Seattle University was recently ranked one of the top 20 most sober schools in the nation by The

Princeton Review. While it is true that our campus may not have the social or party scene that large state
schools have, the assertion that this university is the 16th most "Stone Cold Sober" school in the nation
seems to be an overstatement. From fake IDs to beer bongs, many students at Seattle University know
when to make it a scotch on the rocks and where to make the party stops. Studies continue to show
alcohol use and abuse is part of the college culture, and Seattle University is no exception.

New means of evaluation, on the web

Becky Lawrence/TheSpectator

Students fill out professor evaluations
Rachel Steinberg
steinberg@seattleu. edit
Spring quarter is on the minds ofmany SU students,
which means two things: excruciatingly mundane finals
week and end ofthe quarter teacher evaluations.
If you've ever wondered what your classmates have
written about the professors at SU, you can now easily
find out, as well as anonymously share your own opinions
and gripes on websites like www.ratemyprofessor.com
(RMP) and Grade My Professors (an evaluation available
on www.MySpace.com).

It's rare to come across college students who haven't
heard ofeither of these ratings systems. Their popularity
is widespread. Both are widely used and only becoming
more extensive as time passes, but RMP is currently the
largest with almost 5 million ratings and 700,000 professors to rate.
"I like it because it gives you an idea of what to expect
as far as difficulty and whether or not the teacher is well
respected," said sophomore communications major Peter
Mullenbach. "I think it's verybiased though because I feel
like only people who really like a teacher or really hated
a teacher report on the website."
Jacquelyn Miller, chair and associate professor ofhistory, agrees with Mullenbach. "The students who enter
information on them are the ones who feel particularly
strongly one way or the other about a professor," she
says.
RMP uses characteristics such as easiness, helpfulness
and clarity on a scale of one through five to rate professors. If theprofessor is good they get a little yellow happy
face next to their name. If the professor is average, they
get a sick-looking green neutral face. And ifthe professor
is really that bad, a light blue scowl and puckered brow
appears next to their name.

See Ratemyprofessors... page 6
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Lower drinking age would promote responsibility
more young people abused alcohol than ever before.
It's
hard
to
that
such
an
took
on
imagine
activity
place
Raising the legal drinking age, which ranged from 18 to 21 throughout
Seattle University.
campus out in the open not at an institution where, currently, the school the states, did nothing to deter young people from drinking alcohol, and
newspaper can't even advertise the cost or name of certain "beverages in fact caused young people to form bad drinking habits.
It's no wonder that freshmen and sophomores, holed up in their dorm
which require two forms of ID."
This alcohol guzzling tradition, which was part of Homecoming Week, rooms, build beer bongs and other contraptions to consume as much alcoprobably ended with the extinction of Homecoming itself. But even if hol possible in the least amount of time they have to "pre-funk" before
going to public events. Drinking not only has the rebellion factor,
Homecoming had survived, a federal law put
but it causes under-agers to drink secretively in environments
on the books in 1984, which set the legal
■
where there is no social control over their
age at 21, would have put a damper
drinking. Young people are told "no" instead
of "in moderation."
iking alcohol continued to be synonywith the college experience at least in
If 18-to-20-year-olds were granted the
ar culture and film even though it was
freedom to drink legally at venues and other
public events with older people, they would
outlawed for 18-to-20-year-olds. One study,
which collected data from 3,375 students at 56
find out that no one thinks getting falling down
across
the
that
drunk
is
country,
attractive, and it is usually an indicator of immaturity.
universities
found
after
Even if this misguided law (which most people do not abide
the law passed, significantly more under-age
by) stays in place, treating alcohol like it is some unmentionable
students drank compared to those of legal age.
Even studies that showed a short-term decrease
disease does not stop people from drinking, and only causes them
drink irresponsibly.
in the number of young drinkers also revealed
-

-
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Whatever your stance on the abortion may
be, to say that banning abortions will stop
abortions or save lives is not only narrow
thinking, but is also turning a blind eye to
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William Crane

cranew@seattleu. edu
When South Dakota passed a law banning all abortions except in extreme cases,
it was not a law meant to govern only the
people of South Dakota. Instead, this law
was passed to change abortion rights for the
whole country.
The law passed bans on all abortions unless
the life ofthe motheris threatened.This means
abortions due to pregnancies caused by rape
and incest are also included in the ban.
This ban is meant to be heard at the Supreme Court to challenge the legality of Roe
v. Wade, which in 1973 allowed abortion to
become legal across the nation. To pass a
law in a state legislature in order to change
national laws is not a way to reconcile the
abortion debate.
With Planned Parenthood preparing to
challenge the constitutionality of the law
and an injunction' likely to be placed on the
ban, the law will never govern the people of
South Dakota until it is heardby the Supreme
Court.
With only about 800 abortions performed
a year in South Dakota, according to a Feb.
25 Seattle Times article, this law, if taken up
by the Supreme Court, will have the ability to
change the legal rights ofmillions ofwomen

Second, the abortion debate should not be
decided by the Supreme Court, but instead
through the United States Congress. The Supreme Court was never intended to legislate
laws to all states. This law was never meant
for only the people ofSouth Dakota, rather it
was meant as fodder for judicial activism in
the Supreme Court.
Third, to ban abortions when the patient
is pregnant due to incest or rape is clearly
wrong. Incest and rape are horrible crimes
and the pregnancies caused by them should
not be forced upon the victims. The victims
of rape and incest should not be required to
keep a living reminder of this crime if they
do not want to.
in the United States.
Banning abortions by rape or incest victims
However, this debate has little to do with
stopping abortions. Abortions have been is something opposed almost universally.
President Bush, a supporter of changing
performed illegally long before Roe v. Wade
current
abortion laws, stated in a March 1
and will continue to be performed if abortions
article, "Well, that, of course, is a
Reuters
are made illegal.
law,
state
but my position has always been
Instead, this law is meant to curtail thecivil
three
exceptions:
rape, incest and the life of
rights of all women and enact legislation to
the
mother."
control the bodies of women.
Whatever one's particular beliefs are, they
The United States is not a Christiannation.
should not be legislated to all. Morals and valThe United States is a secular, democratic Republic. To pass a law banning abortions does uesare particular to one's culture, heritage and
not reflect these secular traditions, instead it society. To realize that people have differing
shows a Christian influence on the part ofthe views is part of accepting life in a multi-cultural society such as the United States.
South Dakota state legislature.
The law passed by the state legislature is
To pass a law banning abortion because it
wrongfor more than one reason. First, it will conflicts with a particular religious group's
understanding oftheir holy text is wrong. To
not prevent or stop abortions. Instead it will
lead to the death of more women whose only curtail the freedom and rights of women due
to this religious belief is also wrong in the
option is to have "back alley" abortions, performedunder non-sterile environments.
context of a secular, democratic Republic.
The law in South Dakota isunconstitutional
According to NARAL Pro-Choice America, as many as 5,000 women died yearly and a flagrant example of a law being passed
before 1973 due to illegal abortions and the exclusively for the Supreme Court. Beyond
complications resulting from them. There this, one shouldunderstand theconsequences
were also an estimated 1.2 million illegal of banning abortions once again. This act
abortions performed yearly. This law will not would be a regression of the progress our
save lives, but in fact will cause the deaths of nation has made in terms of making women
women who wouldotherwise have access to a equal in our society and wouldalso restrict the
safe and professional medical procedure.
choices they have over their own bodies.
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Intoxicated
at Seattle University
Issues relating to alcohol arise every week on Seattle University's campus. Does the real
issue pertain to drinking responsibly, as Lisa Weitkemper argues, or as Steve Lombardi
explains, is the campus policy regarding alcohol use outdated and in need of reform?
Lisa Weitkemper
veitkemp@seattleu. edit

Steve Lombardi

lombardi@seattleu.edu

As a fellow college student, I would like to share some information about binge
drinking and encourage the student body of SU to drink responsibly and know your

This community does exist within the academic realm ofSU. Our small campus and student
population helps foster great friendships and relationships between students and faculty. The
residential community, on the other hand, lacks an essential ingredient for a strong community:

Now, I understand that people often associate binge drinking with feeling young
and carefree many consider it a rite of passage. I am not saying you should stop
drinking socially if that is what you like, but there still remains something to be said
for drinking in moderation.
According to a recent study on college drinking by Dr. Henry Wechsler of Harvard
University, binge drinking has decreased among American college students. Freshmen entering college in 2003 reported the lowest rates of drinking. This information
remains important because misconceptions that "everybody is doing it" further any
binge drinking issues a university like SU might
experience.
Studies such as these mean good news for univer
sities we all know binge drinking as a common
practice among many college students. Regardless
of any possible improvements, enough people still
binge drink to create a potential problem. We have
all seen the pictures on Facebook.
However, if we are to reduce alcohol abuse and
address the results it produces, we should first
change the way we talk about drinking. Specifically, we must admit the consequences associated
with binge drinking: drunk driving, bad grades and
deteriorating health, to name a few.
When we binge drink, we participate in selfdestructive behavior. We may give up our usual
activities and obligations in order to become
intoxicated. The problem is that there are strong
disagreements in American society over what constitutes alcohol abuse. How are you supposed to know when you've had too much to
drink? More importantly, what are you supposed to tell your professor or your boss
if you come to class or work with a hangover, and you cannot perform your job? Do
you really think that future employers are going to be forgiving about this type of
behavior?
Seattle University's alcohol policy states that students under the age of 21 may
not possess, consume, furnish, manufacture, sell, exchange or otherwise distribute
alcohol. Students of legal drinking age may consume alcohol responsibly in the privacy of their room with the door closed. I do not care whether or not you follow the
university policy this is a personal choice, and everyone should feel free to make
his or her own decisions. Some people like rules and others prefer to have options.
However, people should use some common sense if they do decide to drink. It probably is not a good idea to drink until you pass out, for instance.
No one wants to develop health problems, especially at such a young age. Remember, it is not necessary to binge drink to have a good time. Sometimes it just doesn't
take that much. Drinking in moderation has actually been associated with better
health and longer life, while binge drinking can kill you.
In conclusion, I am not saying to go back to the days of Prohibition. Promoting
abstinence is not the goal we should reduce consumption of alcohol on campus,
not necessarily eliminate it. We should drink responsibly, not recklessly.

Relations between many residents, resident assistants and Campus Public Safety are lacking. The relationship between residents and officials is failing because there is a sense offear
among many students. Many of these fears are deeply rooted within SU's policy towards
alcohol possession and consumption.
SU enforces a zero-tolerance policy for underage consumption, possession or distribution
of drugs and alcohol on campus. I completely agree with this policy, and when any underage
student is found in possession of an alcoholic beverage, he or she should be documentedand
go through the judicial process. However, what should the policy be toward students returning to campus after drinking who may need help from
university officials?
SU policy states that "students will be disciplined if
their use ofalcohol or drugs is illegal or threatens to create public disorder, public disturbances, danger to themselves or others, or property damage," according to the
SU Substance Abuse Policies and Prevention Program.
Most of thatpolicy makes sense; if a student is disruptive
or destructive, he or she should be punished. However,
when it states that a student should be punished when
he/she is a "danger to themselves," a problem arises. This
fear of punishment can, and does, stop many residents
from seeking help from the resources provided for the
safety ofSU students.
According to CPS, when a student is sick or in need
ofmedical attention, the responding officer is to call
for medical assistance. After that student is secured, the
CPS officer then creates an incident report. If the student
happens to be under the influence, that incident report
becomes a documentationof an alcohol violation, regardless if the student had alcohol oh or
off campus. Resident Housing and Life then receives the documentationand sends the student
through the judicial process.
Through this action, the university is sending underage students a horrible message: if you
have been drinking and need help, you will get in trouble. Is this the message that should be
sent from the officials whose primary purpose is to ensure the safety and health of students?
Take a look at Standford University. Stanford has a "don't ask don't tell" policy. This means
that when a studentneeds medical attention, RA's and campus security will alert medics, and
once the student is secure, leave the situation. This means that students are not punished for
seeking help when they are in need. This policy encourages students to use the resources available without fear and, in effect, creates a stronger community based on trust. The students trust
the RA's and public safety to help them and not necessarily punish them.
Why hasn't a policy similar to this been adopted at SU? What harm would a "don't ask don't
tell" policy have in comparison to current policies regarding medical assistance? I believe that
the university would find many more students using the resources available, and it would also
find better cooperation between residents and officials.
When students no longer have a fear of RA's and CPS when they are in need, the residential
community will inevitably come closer, and begin to bridge the gaps of trust. We as students of
SU should feel free to access the resources provided by the university that ensures our safety
without the fear of self-incrimination.

-

-

-

-
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NCAA women's sports amount to a mere internet survey
Jennifer Hamann
hamannj@seattleu. edu
I was supposed to comment on my frustrations with the
negative results ofTitle IX that I'm sure most serious male
athletes are aware of. The biggest losers includedwrestlers
and male gymnasts who had their sports cut and scholarships retracted because, in order to comply with Title IX,
the school or college needed to start a woman's field hockey
team. Or, the best is when a winning men's basketball team
funding has been drastically cut to start a women's crew
team where the closest body of water is 50 miles away. I
fully recognize thatthese are extreme cases, but similar situations have occurred and there is nothing to prevent them
from continuing to happen. The goal is to create athletics
for interested females, not make fools out them.
Don't get me wrong, as a female athlete playing an NCAA
sport, I am ever grateful for the addition of Title IX and
the strict rules it puts on athletic departments, their budget
and the equality for women's sports. In a small town in

Arkansas, I saw the implications of title IX first-hand. My
middle school had the basics: basketball, football, track and
a boy's soccer team. In the middle of the seventh grade,
my basketball coach said that the school needed another
girl's team and he was going to coach girl's soccer. In
the end, the whole season was an embarrassing joke; we
shared uniforms with the boys and experienced the mercy
rule of soccer far too often than anyone ever should have
to experience in a lifetime. Sure, we were able to field a
whole team, but I (no superstar, just simply had some experience that the other girls lacked) ended up playing a bit
with the varsity high school team, a team that was coached
by the boy's high school football coach! He was obviously
embarrassed to be part of such a depressing display of
athleticism, or lack there of, and took the job for the extra
bucks in his paycheck.
Here is where I find frustrations with the original Title
IX amendment put into place in 1972 by the Department
of Education. If you are going to field a team, you might
want to find a coach, preferably someone who knows all the

positions and doesn't just shout, "Kick it really far!" I am an
athlete who enjoys good quality athletics regardless of who
is playing. If a women's team has first established itself as a
club and has interest in becoming a collegiate sport, then by
all means, sign them up, give themuniform and show them
the money. The same should go for a men's team.
These picky frustrations have all been benched due to a
recent addition to Title IX implemented by the Bush Administration after he was reelected in 2004. Others apparently
had similar concerns about women's sports and equality.
So they decided to come up with something really original,
an Internet survey. If so inclined, a university can e-mail
a survey to its student population that asks questions about
an individuals interest in particular sports. Based on the
statistics, they can decide to fund (or fail to fund) a women's
sport. This way, collegiate athletic departments do not have
to comply with all of the rules of Title IX. So basically, if
I forget to check my e-mail one day or I cannot open some
attachment, the sport I want to play might not get attention.
A non-response does not mean a non-interest.
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"Best Theologian" speaks at annual dinner
Kevin Himeda

himedak@seattleu. edu
Through the destruction of language and
community brought about by a liberal mindset
and capitalism, Seattle University is among
all other universities that have strayed from
the path of Christianity, according to Stanley
Hauerwas.
Hauerwas, named "America's Best Theologian" by Time magazine in 2001, expressed
harsh criticisms toward universities at a dinner
lecture Thursday, believing Christian universities to be no longer truly Christian in their
teachings or practices.
Hauerwas is a United Methodist theologian
and ethicist who is currently the Gilbert T.
Rowe Professor of Theological Ethics at Duke
Divinity School in Durham, N.C. His book "A
Community ofCharacter: Toward a Constructive Christian Social Ethic," was selected as
one of the top 100 most important books on
religion of the 20th century.
The lecture was part of the annual celebration honoring Father Joseph Maguire, founder
of Campus Ministry at SU. The event began
in 1997, two years after Maguire had passed
away, and has featured a wide range ofspeakers and topics covering issues of faith, church
and social justice.
Hauerwas began by maintaining that universities have become increasingly reluctant
to voice personal biases. While noting that objectivity does have a certain role, it has mainly
become a self-serving tool to be used so that
speakers never have to take responsibility for
what they say. Thus, it "perverts" language.
though power may survive
"The result
for a while in spite of it
is confusion and
—

—

dispersal," Hauerwas said, speaking before
a packed audience at Seattle University on
Mar. 2; "Real language, real discourse is

and 'educators' who have nothing to teach,"
Hauerwas said. "The English department itself
has become a 'specialty and even in those de,

Tyler MahoneyAThe Spectator

Stanley Hauerwas spoke of his discontent with the current state
of Christian universities across the nation at the 10th annual
Maguire Dinner hosted by Campus Ministry.
destroyed."
Specialization, Hauerwas stated, is another
problem plaguing universities. Rather than use
its disciplines to compete ideas against each
other, the universities have made the mistake
of creating a "conversation" between them.
"The so-called humanities...have been
dismembered into utter fecklessness, turning
out 'communicators who have nothing to say
,

partments, writing has become a sub-specialty.
The result is the clear message that to write
well is not necessary."
Thus, Hauerwas feels that-all sense of community is lost, as universities have turned
increasingly public, oriented more towards
science and technology. Combined with a
dependence on a capitalistic and industrial
society and permeated by political correctness

and multiculturalism, Christian universities
are no longer Christian.
"I think it is now clear that Christian liberal arts colleges have turned out to be more
liberal than Christian," Hauerwas said. "It is
not my...interest...to try to understand why
the Christian liberal arts college has failed to
sustain itself as Christian, but rather to begin
to explore what a Christian university might
look like."
Hauerwas suggested universities should
take a stronger role in "equipping" students to
take authority over what they say, and increase
public service per the teachings of JesusChnst.
Poetry and art should be encouraged, and the
role the bishops and theologians have played
historically is important, as well in sharing
Christian values, stories, and heritage.
Hauerwas, expressed his views largely
through interpretation of Wendell Berry, an
agrarian poet and author of more than forty
books of fiction, poetry and essays.
"Berry is an unrelenting critic of the contemporary university," Hauerwas said. "I am
deeply sympathetic with his criticisms of the
university as we know it, but... it is not unreasonable to conclude that Berry has no hope
that the university can be reclaimed."
Hauerwas, however, maintains the possibil-

ity of gradual reform.
"Maybe there's a role for Christian intellectuals who might mediate among...and
between disciplines and [the] public in ways
that would not occur to the market-driven
knowledge-producers on today's faculties,"
Hauerwas concluded his speech to a round
of applause. "By God, I hope so."

Intricate design stressed by guest speaker
ist view of how the world developed, Darwin helps us
pretty good," said Alana Seidman, appreciate the intricate design and power of God through
a sophomore French and liberal natural revelation.
studies major.
"Darwin did not destroy God, he just made providence
Haught drew his material from unnecessary," Haught explained.
While Haught spoke about the necessity of understandother scientists and theologians,
contrasting and paralleling the ing evolution in order to understand our world, he also
works of several prominent peosaid that "if we give up religious hope or faith, evolution
ple. And his personal opinion will come to an end."
regarding the theory
m
of evolution and its
BRAVO!
within
a
presence
LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT APPLAUDES
Christian context
YOURACHEIVEMENT!
was not evident until the question and
Haley Woods
answer session folJunior
lowing the lecture.
Haught is a proACT OF LEADERSHIP
JoeyAnchondo/The Spectator
fessor at Georgeleads
Haley
groups of students on weekly hikes
John F. Haught, a well-known theologian, spoke at SU town University in
(Outdoor Adventure and Recreation)
as
a
the
OAR
part
of
Washington, D.C.
about various theories on Darwin and evolution.
program.
Haley's
leadership is responsible and
where he estaband described as "attentive to the needs
dependable
lished the GeorgeLauren Padgett
and abilities of her peers and also has a wonderful
for
the
of Science and
Study
town
Center
padgettl@seattleu. edu
knack of engaging everyone in conversation."
Religion. His areas of expertise include
Well-known professor and theologian John F. Haught science, cosmology and religion; Haught
has also written books addressing Darwinrecently presented his radical ideas on evolution and reliism and God, which he discussed in his
gion to faculty and students.
presentation.
He spoke to a packed house at Wyckoff Auditorium on
"I thought the talk was pretty thoughtfaith,
Feb.
about
controversies
27
Monday,
surrounding
science, intelligent design and Charles Darwin's theories provoking; the discussion of evolution is
one that can never really be solved, yet it is
of evolution.
worthwhile to listen to different viewpoints.
While the theory of evolution and religion is currently
Congratulations Haley!
from a theologian, it was a pretty
Coming
a hot topic right now, with the introduction of the idea of
Wells,
intelligent design to classroom curriculum, Haught did interesting perspective," said Kyle
English
major.
and
TO SUBMIT A NOMINATION
sophomore
history
little to expand on recent events in the news. His talk was
the
differentbeliefs
of
Through
discussing
OR
FOR MORE INFORMATION
intelligent, yet somewhat distant from what some the
various
scientists
and
theologians,
Haught
CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE
students were interested in hearing about.
www.seattleu.edu/getinvolved/leadership/bravo.o6.nomination.asp
"Some of the information was a little hard to follow, theorized that instead of promoting an athe"~™
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Iditarod mushers start sled dog race to Nome

WILLOW, Alaska (AP)
Dog teams
whisked past hundreds of spectators on a
frozen lake before climbing a small hill and
disappearing into the woods at the official
start of the Iditarod on Sunday.
Local resident Lori Townsend was the first
musher to leave on the more than 1,100 mile
journey to Nome in western Alaska.
Townsend, 43, kissed her husband and
jumped on her sled, just seconds before
handlers let her 16 sled dogs go tearing
across the snow.
"I just wanted to get the heck out of
Dodge," said the Iditarod veteran from
Willow, explaining why she chose the first
starting position in a field of 83 teams.
Competitors were allowed to choose their
starting positions.
Mushers left the starting chute every two
minutes, stepping hard on the sled brakes to
slow their excited dog teams.
The first checkpoint is Skwentna, about
-

40 miles away, but most mushers would
probably head straight through to the second checkpoint at Finger Lake, 45 miles
up the trail.
The Iditarod Trail Sled Dog Race, in its
34th year, will take mushers and dog teams
over two mountain ranges, across frozen
seas and rivers, and through a treacherous
gorge, where an avalanchekilled an Iditarod
volunteer grooming the trail in February.
Competitors will drive through 24 checkpoints in wilderness cabins and in some of
Alaska's tiniest villages before heading up
the windy western coast to the old gold mining town ofNome.
Top finishers usually vie to arrive in Nome
in nine to 10 days.
The field includes two four-time winners
and the Iditarod's only five-time champ.
Doug Swingley of Lincoln, Mont., and
Martin Buser of Big Lake will be looking
to match the record set by Rick Swenson of

Two Rivers. Jeff King ofDenali is looking
for his fourth win.
Last year's champion, Robert Sorlie of
Norway, is not competing. He is rotating
Iditarod runs with another Norwegian
and his nephew, Bjornar Andersen, whose
fourth-place finish last year was the highest
ever for a rookie.
Willow served as a stand-in starting area
for the third straight year because of scarce
snow in the traditional start town of Wasilla,
about 30 miles north ofAnchorage.
This year's top 30 finishers can expect to
split a $795,000 pot. Another $40,000 will
be divvied up among the remaining arrivals
to Nome. The winner will pocket $69,000 Four-time Iditarod champion Doug
and receive a new pickup valued at almost
Swingley, of Lincoln, Mont, drives his
$45,000.
The race commemorates a dogsled relay in 1925 that carried serum 674 miles
from Nenana to Nome to stop a diphtheria

outbreak.

dog team down the staring chute of the
1,049-mile Iditarod Trail Sled Dog Race
in Willow, Alaska, on Mar. 5. (AP Photo/
Al Grillo)

BlackBerry patent battle ends with $612.5 million settlement
NEW YORK (AP) The maker of the Blackßerry e-mail
device Friday said it settled its long-running patent dispute with a small Virginia-based firm, averting a possible
court-ordered shutdown of the Blackßerry system and a
disruption of wireless service for millions of users.
Research In Motion Ltd. has paid NTP Inc. $612.5
million in a "full and final settlement of all claims," the
companies said.
James Balsillie, RlM's co-chief executive, said the company was "taking one for the team," sparing its customers
and partners the uncertainty of litigation.
"We're happy to do that to support the team, but do we
feel good about it? No," Balsillie said.
At a hearing last week, NTP had asked a federal court
in Richmond, Va., for an injunction blocking the continued use of key technologies underpinning the Blackßerry
wireless e-mail service.
At the hearing Friday, Judge James R. Spencer expressed
impatience with RIM and urged a settlement.
"He basically questioned the sanity ofRIM, and said it
wasn't acting very rationally," said Rod Thompson, patent
attorney at Farella, Braun and Martel in San Francisco.
"His prodding of the parties worked."
The settlement is on the low end of expectations, Thompson said, especially since RIM will not have to pay any
future royalties. There had also been talk of NTP receiving
a stake in RIM.
Shares of RIM shot up $13.78, or 19 percent, to $85.70
during after-hours trading, when the settlement was announced. They had closed 53 cents higher at $71.92 in
regular trading Friday on the Nasdaq Stock Market.
"NTP is pleased that the issue has been resolved and
looks forward to enhancing its businesses," said Donald
Stout, NTPs co-founder, in a written statement.
Thomas Campana Jr., the other founder of Arlington,
Va.-based NTP, in 1990 created a system to send e-mails
between computers and wireless devices. Campana died
in 2004. He is survived by his wife, who owns a large
-

stake in NTP.
RIM, which is based in Waterloo, Ontario, had already
put away $450 million in escrow, the amount of a settlement in 2005 that later fell apart. RIM will record the

Research In Motion Ltd., the maker of
the Blackßerry e-mail device, Friday,
Mar. 3, 2006 announced it has settled its
long-running patent dispute with a small
Virginia-based firm, averting a possible
court-ordered shutdown of the Blackßerry system. (AP Photo/Richard Drew)
additional $162.5 million in its fourth-quarter results, it
said.
The settlement ends a period of anxiety for many of
the more than 3 million Blackßerry users in the United
States. Uncertainty over the outcome had some customers

Odds and Ends:
-A 25-yearold woman climbed past barriers
and into an elephant's zoo exhibit,
then crawled out with minor injuries after the 6,000-pound animal
smacked her with its trunk.
"That's how an elephant reacts to
something they would perceive as
a threat," said Cameron Park Zoo
director JimFleshman.
After saying she wanted to play
with the elephant, the woman
WACO, Texas (AP)

climbed over a 3-feet-high woodand-wire fence, scaled an 8-foottall artificial rock structure and
bypassed an electric wire before
jumping into the exhibit Thursday afternoon, Fleshman said. A
moat extends around most of the
exhibit.
After the woman got out, fire
and emergency crews took her to a
hospital withminor injuries, including scrapes on her side and arm.

Waco Fire Capt. Greg Kistler said
the woman, whose name was not
released, was visiting the zoo with
a child and another woman.
The exhibit contains two female
African elephants that have been
at the zoo at least nine years. Only
one of the elephants struck the
woman.
Both animals were stressed after
the incident and were moved to a
private area for part of the afternoon, and one did not want to return to the exhibit even later in the
day. But both were back for visitors

wondering whether they would experiences brief outages
or even a shutdown.
"I'm relieved," said Matt Lattman, a management consultant in Boston. "I've had it for about a year, and at this
point, I can't imagine life without it."
RIM said Friday that it had added 620,000 to 630,000
new subscribers in the fiscal fourth quarter, which ended
in February, below the 700,000 to 750,000 it had estimated
in December. It blamed the shortfall on unexpectedly high
uncertainty among customers about the litigation.
RIM also cuts its revenue estimate for the quarter to
$550 million to $560 million, from a previous forecast of
$590 million to $620 million. Earnings excluding litigation
costs are now expected at 64 cents to 66 cents per share,
down from 76 cents to 81 cents.
RIM had assured users it had developed new software
to work around NTP's patents. But because few details
were released, analysts and some corporations expressed
concerns about the viability of the technology and the legal
ramifications of adopting it.
"Even though you have a workaround, you ask yourself
a question: Is there a price at which you can put this behind
you? We came to that point," Balsillie said.
The workaround too, might have been challenged by
NTP, introducing yet another twist to this complicated
and long-running case.
In arguing against an injunction, RlM's attorneys had
stressed the public interest in keeping its service running.
Government and emergency employees would be exempt
from the Blackßerry ban, but sorting them from other users
would prove difficult and problematic.
RIM attorneys also noted that the U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office, in a proceeding parallel to the Virginia
case, was poised to finally reject all patents at the heart
of the case.
Spencer first issued an injunction in 2003 but held off on
its enforcement during RlM's appeals. After those efforts
largely failed, the case returned to Spencer.

to see Friday, Fleshman said.
"They're not used to somebody

being in their space," he said.
ST. AUGUSTINE, Fla. (AP)
A man showing off his Cadillac
Escalade's OnStar system found
out the feature worked too well.
Ralph A. Gomez was demonstrating the system to his girlfriend,
but the volume was too low for
him to hear the OnStar operator.
OnStars allows customers to seek
directions or help in an emergency
and will call police if there's no
-

response.
When officers located Gomez's
Cadillac Friday night, they determined there was no problem with
the car. But cocaine was clearly
visible on the car's center console,
police spokesman Tom Clements
said.
Gomez, 38, was being held in
jail Wednesday on $15,000 bond
on charges of possession of an illegal narcotic within 1,000 feet of
a church and possession of drug
paraphernalia. It was not clear if
he had an attorney.

The ways students voice their opinions about SU faculty
RateMyProfessors.com is a website
dedicated to giving students an open
forum to discuss their views on university

Below are actual comments taken from
the website that describe current Seattle
University Faculty members. The names
of the faculty and any identifying allusion
removed.

"i~i\

The only thing you will leave with
out of this class is her life story. She
repeats the same jokes over and over
again and is very hypocritical. Easily
agitated. Much of her material is stuff I
covered in sociology. Complete waste of my
time.
/

'

©Very

approachable and helpful if you
make the effort to contact her. she
is strict, but very fair and willing to
with
work
you. sweet lady.

/■ m\ One of the most inspiring and
brilliant lecturers I've heard at SU,
and I'm nearly graduated, so I've
had many. The class itself was very difficult,
but very informative. He expects you to put
your best effort into it, so when I got an A-,
I knew it was a grade I worked hard for and

earned.

/£JJI

VERY VERY hard to take notes
for!! Goes on tangents constantly.
Spent over $200 on books for just
this class. She adds books last minute to our
reading load (which by the way is about 3
hrs ofreading per day). It seems as though
this is the only class that we should be
studying for. Definately NOT recomended!
NOT worth the $$$ we pay for school.

%*"*/

/■"■\

He has to be one of the most
entertaining professors ever. Going
to his class was like entering a one
man show. He knows his stuff and is current
with trends in technology and society...yeah,
he's actaully "hip". He has a great teaching
style...he is a tough grader but fair...he is
willing to listen to your dispute over a grade.

STZ\

THE BEST OVERALL TEACHER
AT SU!!! He will push you to your
limits and make you beg for more!
He will not put up with slackers and
doesn't sympathize with the Sesame Street
generation, so you better work hard!

&

m Had this class freshman yr fall term,

s£y

and this guy definitely rants and
goes on about insignificant crap. He
only has 4 assignments and the class isn't
too hard, but the bibliography assignment we
had was POINTLESS. He might be a better
teacher if he [gave] more small assignments
that actually had a point, and if he learned to
speak about important stuff

RateMyProfessors.com
(continuedfrom pg. 1)
Then there is the enviable chili pepper symbol, which
figures "hotness" into the ratings. Hotness isn't rated on a
one through five scale though. If you're hot, you're hot and
if you're not, well, you're just not. Not surprisingly, you will
almost never find a red chili pepper next to a professor who
has the light blue scowl.
"I was told by one ofmy colleagues who checked my name
on ratemyprofessors.com that I had a chili pepper," saidMiller.
"I guess the pepper is a compliment, but that's not exactly what
I hope students remember about my classes."
But Miller should not worry; professors who have the "hot"
factor are almost always rated high with the yellow happy
face. This is no shock to the Center for Research ofInnovative Technologies for Learning. They found that students are
most inspired by professors who are young and attractive
because they evoke what the student may want to eventually
embody (and lets face it, everyone wants to be considered
attractive).
Hannah Chung, a junior psychology major, always checks
out potential professor's ratings, but not to check out who's
hot. "I think the most ridiculous aspect is the sexiness factor;
I guess that is more for guys or something," said Chung. "For
$80 per hour [for a class] it's totally worth doing five minutes
of research on."
She also mentions that for the most part, she discounts the
reviews if they have fewer than four ratings for any given
teacher, and that she would take the ratings a little more seriously if the students also posted their GPA.
It has also been said that since SU is such a small school,
we don't always have the option to choose our teachers. In
this case, RMP would be more helpful when choosing CORE

How students are
involved in the
tenure process
BonnieH

hsuehm@seattleu. edii

department, the
ranking committee
of the college, dean
of the college, and
Becky Lawrence/The Spectator
who
receive
tenure
in determining
—a to the University Professor Tom Taylor believes tenure
Rank and Tenure
process that's roughly six years long.
allows faculty to comment on society.
According to Tom Taylor, a professor Committee. The
of history, the idea of giving professors University Rank
Tenure not only provides academic freetenure was originally from Europe where and Tenure Committee, headed by the dom to state controversial political views,
it also provides job stability.
they were more of civil servants for the Provost, has nine professors, one undergraduate student representative and one
"It does provide a measure of job stabilState. In the U.S., tenured professors function more independently, giving them the graduate student on the board.
ity, knowing that we [tenured professors]
Marc McLeod, a professor of history, will be here in the long term and are comfreedom to say what they believe is true
just received tenure two weeks ago. He mitted to making SU a better place, and
without losing their jobs.
it was a nice relief for him after six SU in turn is committed to those of who
said
"Basically, the reason for having tenure
years ofhard work.
receive the tenure," said McLeod.
is that we are supposed to be commen"I think SU in particular does a very
However, McLeod said he isn't plantators in terms of what is going on in
good job of making the tenure process ning on changing theway he teaches after
society," said Taylor. "[As historyprofesreceiving tenure. Instead, he will continue
sors] we have the public responsibility humane. They provide a lot of guidfeedback,"
and
ance
said
McLeod.
"It's
to speak out about
to improve his teaching abilities.
not as stressful as
"I value teaching; I find it to be particuSU in
"I
I've heard the prolarly rewarding. That's why I wanted to
cess can be from work at SU in the first place because it's
controversies. Acalar
a
colleagues at other a school that recognizes the importance
universities."
tenure
of teaching even as it supports us as
Unlike most unischolars," said McLeod. "I think that's
versities that stress also why I haven't been forced to comof holding society
only the importance promise in terms of who I am as a history
for its integrity and
a
of scholarship, the professor."
ance
tenure process at
One thing that most students might
SU
looks for scholnot be aware ofis the importance of their
-Marc McLeod,
arship as well as evaluations in the tenure process, although
Assistant
Professor
teaching and serit's only one criterion to determine teachand psychology
vice to the school. ing abilities.
History
junior, is a underIn other words, an
Within tenure-track professors' files
graduate student
SU tenured professubmitted for tenure review, all the sturepresentative on the University Rank
Tenure Commission. According to sor must prove to be a capable teacher.
dent evaluations are included and are
Taylor, former chair of the history deread carefully.
most professors are first hired to be
"I don'tthinkpeople understandthe imadjunct or assistant professors, depending partment for seven years, acknowledged
on the job openings in the department. tenure process is complex; it also puts a portance of doing the evaluations. Some
Those who are assistant professors, after fair amount of pressure on tenure-track people are leaving them blank," said
professors.
theirsixth year teaching at SeattleUniverShewakramani. "You [students] should
It is common to hear that professors really be honest on those evaluations. This
sity, can apply for tenure and promotion
delay their plans to have children or buy is your chance to say something about this
professors,
ile applying, professors have to houses because they might have to search class, about this professor. That's really a
t their files, which go through dif- for a new job if they don't obtain tenure. big thing."

particuthink
does very good job
of making the
process humane. They
provide lot of guidand feedback." ■

—

So boring! An easy grade, where
\*"V cheating on tests and quizes was the
norm for 1/3 of the class. Instructor
[was] completely out of touch with
students. The last two weeks of class he
didn't return e-mails or phone calls from
anyone in the class! If you want to learn do
not take this guy.

classes that have multiple professors to choose from.
Ted Fortier, associate professor of anthropology, feels that
these types of websites are to be expected. "Students want
to know about their professors.. .and sure, some write pretty
out-of-line comments, but generally they [submit] helpful
overviews."
Fortier also feels optimistic, saying that students tend to
correct other reviews ifthey think thereviewer is wrong about
a certain professor.
A similar system is MySpace.com's "Grade My Professor"
feature, which is a little more straightforward but less popular
than RMP. This site uses letter grades and rates professors
on lectures, homework, tests, fairness, grading and accessibility.
"I looked up my economics teacher and they gave him an
A+," said junior international studies major Sandra Villarin.
"It ended up that the comments that they left for this teacher
were right on."
Villarin also thinks that the MySpace professor grading
nailed most of her other teachers this quarter.
RMP's site also has bulletin-style forums similar to
MySpace's "Grade My Professor." The bulletin topics change
daily to include everything from in-depth stories about teacher
crushes to frustrated inexperienced male students calling for
tips on bra removal to appropriate end of the quarter gifts for
professors.
Patrick Nagle, a 23-year-oldbusiness-sawy college dropout
and his friend Will DeSantis, also 23, created www.switchtextbooks.com, and recently confirmed a multi-million dollar
deal to buy RMP and build up brand recognition between
both sites. With over 5 million ratings and growing, it's safe
to say Nagle and DeSantis are building up their brand just
fine and influencing the ways students communicate about
their teachers.

sueh
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Teacher evaluations: An important task not taken seriously
her students and her class.
"The inputs in these evaluations are important and it
gives people a chance to
write general things about
the class," Gilbert says. "I
see why there is a probi. I've been a student and
low what it feels like and
i are wondering 'What's
point?'"
iccording to Gilbert the
00l is very "student centered," and instructors should
communicate to their class.
believes the school takes
y student evaluation seriy, especially on tenure

Amber Friedlander
friedlan@seattleu. edu
It's that time of the quarter once again. Just when everyone
thought that writing term papers, cramming all week, and
taking finals were indications of the end of the quarter, there
is another task to be done.
Teacher evaluations take place usually just before the
quarter ends. The pencils are sharpened and the questionnaires are bunched into an envelope. A student sits there
with a few general questions, and only takes a hasty minute
of filling in bubbles.
"I sit there and all I could think about is I have to get this
done right now... I want to leave," says sophomore and
political science major Gordon Smith.
Every quarter, Seattle University requires each professor to
hand out teacher evaluations for their class. This is supposedly
a time when the tables are turned, when the students get to
grade their teachers. But how valuable are these evaluations?
Is it just a mundane practice that the school is required to do?
Or is it a real ticket to change?
These evaluations serve as a way for students to grade the
performance of their teacher and at the same time, critique
the classes they are in. For teachers seeking promotion and
tenure, these evaluations are more essential.
"Student evaluations are given very heavy weight in promotion and tenure evaluations," says communications professor
and department chair Gary Atkins.
Atkins explains that professors are expected to give their
own analyses of the median scores given to them by their

I

B

Ie

On the other hand, AnneLa Porte, a professor
Becky Lawrence/The Spectator
jmmunications who is
Two SU students fill out their evaluation forms, an important
n tenure or tenure track,
step in providing faculty with feedback on their courses.
ves that the problem is
jtudents tend not to take
what to change or what to leave alone, such as what reading
valuations seriously,
worked, if the text was useful or if the tests were too easy
acuity takes them seriously, so they should take the or too hard.
lations seriously and be as objective as possible," La
"I often use the individual comments to make changes in
: says. "I read every one of them and sometimes mulmy own classes, readings or assignments," Atkins adds.
tiple times."
But for a student like Nguyen, the evaluations do not serve
La Porte, who is also an SU alumna, believes the school's as an
accurate measure of the class she took.
heart and soul is in teaching its students, and that's why there
"It's over-simplifying things. They would like us to combe more importance given to these evaluations,
"And even the individual evaluations from students are
ment over such generalizations. In my opinion, it would be
ut
since
La Porte is not seeking tenure, some critics may more effective if teachers had their separate evaluations for
included in the files that teachers are expected to provide, so
everyone on rank and tenure committees has access to what see that these professors may not care as much because they their class and used specifics instead of a bland questionare not being critiqued and watched as much as teachers on naire," she says.
every student has written," Atkins adds.
tenure-track.
But students like Smith are
Huston's studies show that things are more complex than
"Come on
honestly, one would think. It shows that results will come more efabout
thepurpose
of
skeptical
"It's
these evaluations.
we don't even get paid much. fectively if students wrote in comments and constructive
We're usually here because criticisms and if teachers shared with their
"I have not seen or heard would like us to comment over
peers what their
we want to teach... we like evaluations tell them.
results...teachers who have
such
my
to teach. Just because I may
been here for years and are in
"Students should know that the extra minute of writing
not be going for tenure does
tenure are safe in their job, 1
it would be more
these comments make a difference," Huston says. "And I
do not see how my comments
not mean I do not want to mean by constructive criticism... if
you say 'this class is
evaluateach as [well] as I could,"
or complaints would matter,'
lame,' the professors are not likely to share that [with] their
Smith adds.
she says.
peers."
their
used
Atkins believes the stuAccording to Dr. Therese
According to Huston, when professors share their evaludents may not know how ations with their peers, the different issues
Huston, director of the univerinstead a
are addressed,
much they could change by especially if the main problem is not necessarily about the
sity's Center for Excellence
naire.
taking an extra minute to professor but more about the department.
in Teaching and Learning
(CETL), research shows these
-Laurie Nguyen, junior, nursing write in a comment.
"It is very useful to take advantage of these things both for
"It's only as strong as the students and professors alike," she says.
evaluations serve a helpful
students make it. Many of the
purpose, but change is not an
As students fill in those bubbles again and score their
individual sheets I see often have only check marks and no teachers a "3," teachers read their evaluations and seek out
instant thing.
"It shows that these evaluations can be very effective in comment," he says.
answers. Maybe students might want to re-think how crucial
He says that often times it is the comments that make the this bubble questionnaire can be to both the professor and
terms of teaching in the future... students may have some
complaints about change, but we must understand that there's
themselves.
a hiatus from the time students filled
these out to the time the faculty will
get to read the evaluations," Huston
explains.
"$/,
MA Degrees:
\?
vM
Betsy Gilbert, a tenure-track
Systems Counseling;
/
wf"''
faculty member and an assistant
£
Consulting
Coaching
KC
professor in the College of Nursing,
is known to give her class both midterm and final quarter evaluations.
Workshops:
Ml
She suggests that faculty may want
ftj '
Leadership
rOF 3
to consider doing the same. For her,
Communication
>.*■
Wt^m
a.
midterm evaluations can address
the problems with the class and
their teaching styles at the moment,
Taste of LIOS!
instead of waiting for a quarter to
KaiiiaMMUiUHaaa&lHMMaiUMHiUHaai^
Into Sessions: March 21 & April 15
end to read feedback.
Workshops: Results-Focused
Our program is accepting applications for 2006
Huston says that the research does
.
.
~..
,
Communications March 27
show that midterm evaluations are
■ D
tarn a master orf arts or science in our two-year
■ Build skills to make a
the most effective for students, but
Interne/ 'April 26-28
conflict resolution master's
substantial impact in a
■ interdisciplinary
degree program.
variety of areas, including
there are reasons why some profes■ Master specific skills (e.g., mediation, negotiation,
violence prevention
sors may not want to do it.
communication, reflective practice) to manage,
labor relations
RSV'P: TasteofLlOSfo'lios.org
"There are unreasonable implicatransition, or resolve disputes.
environmental and
425.939.8100 www.lios.org
tions to it. Students may feel that
natural resources disputes
■ Apply new knowledge, working closely with
business relationships
I
faculty mentors, through internship and
the change should happen. They
professional project experiences.
community disputes
mmt
1
think there's an implicit contract
■ Study the connections between various forms of
I
family and two-party
once they fill it out. Teachers cannot
conflict (e.g., interpersonal, social, economic,
conflict
J
change certain requirements... they
organizational, cultural, and global).
cultural conflict
cannot just cross out one exam just
criminal justice matters
For more information and application procedures.
because the evaluations said that,"
please visit http://www.law.uoregon.edu/adr/masters/
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Cash
for
Books!
Free SU T-shirt when selling books!
Get more cash NOW; demand is high
for Spring books. Don't wait; your books
will loose value after March. Save to 62%
when buying and selling Used Books.

Seattle University
Bookstore
University Services Building

12th & Marion

206-296-5821

Off-campus alcohol consumption on the rise
Jcred Carter
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The Princeton Review recently
ranked Seattle University as u "Stone
Cold Sober" school. But many people
are wondering if this is really the
case here.
Drinking at college is not a, new
concept and Seattle University is not
immune to this type of social activity.
According to Mike Sletten, dins* lor
of Public Safety and Transportation,
"The amount of on-campiis drinking
activity has decreased over the last
(wo to three years."
But Public Safety is..Seeing more
students walking back
campus
who appear to lu- iuloxicatcd. This
has led them to believe students do
the majority of their drinking a%off
campus parlies instead of rising
getting caught on campus.
Sletten has compiled information
that marks anywhere from one lo two
alcohol violations a week to as many
as six or seven. He said (here isn't a
common number; it really depends
on what is happening on campus.
"If there is

take place in the residence halls, counseling. (|n :i third ufte-rtsc, thec toe vmm than once a nee!
Sletten added.
\
student may he forced to move- oti(t
This shows that <>3 percent of (lie
These incidents arc called to (he? of the residence hall.
.students who com sled the survey
attention of public safety first byr
The number of students who areb do drink occasionally. If this level of
a simple noise complaint made by referred to the judicial process forr drinking earned Seattle
University
f
other students or by the resident alcohol related offences, fall quara "stone cold sober rating with The
assistants. These complaints often ter 2005 was 85 individuals, 35 off Princeton Review, then how are other
lead public safety officers to a smallI whom were caught more than once.. schools comparing when it comes to
gathering of students in one or more This brings the number of i ccmrded drinking?
I
r00m5.,.,
I
incidents in the resident hall for u>
Conzaga University in Spokane,
"'Most of the offences an- limited 120, which is the average amount of Wash, is a school
roughly the same
to a minor in possession of alcohol incidents thai are recorded lor each size as ours and also located a metin
and minor in consumption," said quarter. Smith says this is a common ropolttan arch, they have a program
i
Sletten.
number for most quarters and also » m their school called Project Real to
These cases arc not reported to the keep in mind thai "These are mly the help prevent aleohol-i elated prob■
Seattle Police Department, but are ones who are getting caught."
lems and provide alcohol education
referred to the disciplinary action
The majority of these incidents are Ipr any student who seeks it.
committee on campus.
not major drinking issues
Megan Marshall, manager of Proj
"When a student gets caught
"Ityosl of (he eases are jusl a couple eel Real, said that for the 2004-2005
drinking for the first time, they are friends sharing a six-pack in their academic year, 86 percent of st udenls
warned; we take an educational aproom, u ho may have gotten a tittle reported drinking once a week or
proach," said Scott Smith, director of noisy,* $niith said. 'These are not sless. And 74 percent ofthose students
Housing and Residence Life.
large parlies."
have lour or fewer drinks when (hey
With this educational approach, the
Whvn the Association of Colleges go out.
student must take an online alcohol and
Housing Officers InAccording to Marshall's knowlaivamiess course. The student must terniitional Iducational Benchmarkedge, "fjon/.aga has not been ranked
pass the course with an 80 percent or
Institute asked Seattle University as a 'party school."
higher or take the course again.
. fesidenis about their alcohol use, V7
The second time the student is percent|f)f the 1200 who responded
■■
caught, he or she is referred to a prosaid Iheljdo not drink at all.
Sec Jesuit campuses page 12 I
fessional drug and alcohol counselor
Ye I another 37 percent said they
for an assessment lo determine ifthey drink less than once a week.
The
have a problem and need further remaining 2ftpcrccn( reported drink,
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SU a dry campus? No, we just hide it well
Lillian Tucker
tuckl 881 @seattleu. edit
trash-talking competitiveness
and lots ofbeer.
What began as an off-campus
pastime has made its way into
the dorms. Anonymous sources
report that a beer pong table has
been set up in Campion Hall.
The game has become so
popular at parties that this last
weekend (March 3) was unofficially dedicated to the "sport."
At one house, around 36 teams
of two gathered with enthusiastic
spectators and three full kegs
Friday night to compete in the
beer pong tournament, 'Pong
Maddness.'
JoeyAnchondo/TheSpectator
Most students have reported
that drinking is not strictly conBeer Pong, pictured above, is a drinking game which involves teams of
tained to off-campus gatherings, two players whose objective is to land ping-pong balls into cups of beer
rather, it is an even mix up of
that the opposite team must drink if the ball lands in that cup.
both.
When questioned about his
where beer would be available for purchase
own participation in drinking in the residence
with student cards. This is contradictory to
halls, Nguyen honestly answered, "Yes, yes
past student opinion, which apparently, a few
said Nguyen, who is working to unite the years back, made the collective decision to
David Murakami, a sophomore pre-major classes through ASSU.
not include alcoholic beverages in theBistro's
and former Campion Hall resident, admitted
Part of the problem, Nguyen agrees, is the drink selection.
"weakness" of Seattle University's on-campus
Nguyen feels that it would be nice to meet
social activities.
up with some friends at the Bistro and have a
"These groups don't have enough money cold one, with the added convenience of usto put on effective events," says Nguyen, who
ing a meal plan, in a safe and close-to-home
reports that SEAC's budget for Quadstock is
environment.
only $30,000.
"I support safe and controlled alcohol conThis figure is minimal when compared sumption on campus," Nguyen asserts firmly.
to similar schools who receive budgets of "Limiting people's freedoms at this age is just
$ 100,000for their spring concert. In fact, what
ignorant."
those schools spend on one event is the same
If students have the will to drink, then they
amount SEAC must spread out for the entire are going to drink. And like many college stuacademic year. Lack "of appropriate funds dents nation-wide, it is clear that many of Semakes their job very difficult.
attle University's students do wish to drink.
"We are working to change that by getting
"Life is really difficult right now, it's stressmore money for student development," said ful and unpredictable and sometimes at the
Nguyen.
end of the day you just really need a drink,"
But monetary problems are not the only said Ethington.
ones working against campus social clubs and
Perhaps Nguyen puts it best when he said:
groups. Strict guidelines and rules also inhibit "We work hard; we play hard."
the range of these student events.
ASSU wants to change
this as well. Nguyen is not
timid to share his opinion
Joey Anchondo/The Spectator
that the restrictions put on
RAs, like Amy Roubound, plan alternative events for dorm resiclubs should be lightened
dents, but because the events must be when the RA is on duty, it up to make iteasier to serve
alcohol at their on-campus
must remain on campus, thus limiting what can be done. Ususocial functions.
ally they do not draw in a large amount of students.
Creating a more alcocomes as early as orientation week before weekly all year long. Murakami was only hol-friendly campus is one
classes even begin.
written up for alcohol violations a total of more way to bridge the
What starts in the fall continues throughthree times.
social gap between the
out the year. One tradition is the popular
"A lot of people are drunk on the weekends upper and lower classes.
"Thirsty Thursday," sometimes expands to in the dorms," said Principe.
Another goal of ASSU is
She, along with others, is aware that student to build more institutional
a themed party each week where costumes
mix with drunken debauchery. Attendance drinking occurs in the dorms, as evidence ofit traditions, like Quadstock,
to this weekly party in the nearby Capitol
is constantly seen and heard in the elevators and so that all students have
students,
varies
around
40
halls. Many students agree it is no secret as all something to look forward
Hill neighborhood
estimates one party's host. Sizable crowd or week long one can unintentionally eavesdrop regardless of age.
not, the party consumes on average 36 beers on public conversations about the party.
To make this idea a realThere is a growing number ofpeople who are ity requires a few changes
and two gallons of liquor.
There is a large spectrum of ways to no longer apart ofthe conversation, according
consume alcohol here at Seattle University. to several students who have pointed out the
"You need to have an
Drinking ranges from wine at dinner parties, reoccurring theme amongpeers who celebrate incentive for both parties
their 21st birthday in the bars away from SU to go [to these events],"
to screwdrivers in Nalgene bottles to kegs
and keg-stands; from "jungle juice" to shotand rarely return.
Nguyen said.
"It seems to me that a person disappears
gunning beers in the dorm showers to double
The hope is that when a
shots ofall liquor to beer-bongs that can reach from the social scene once they turn 21," student goes to these functo 20 feet in height maximizing the bong's commented Deirdre Ethington, a sophomore tions and sees that uppereffectiveness. There is also the plethora of physiology major.
classmen are having a blast,
imaginative mixed drinks. And don't forget the
Living in an urban area promotes this sepathey in turn will be encourhodgepodge of drinking games such as "circle ration, as the city provides enticing night life aged to join in and have a
of death" and the ever-popular "beer pong."
options for those of legal drinking age. This great time as well.
JoeyAnchondo/TheSpectator
Beer pong has become a favorite among the has resulted in separating our university from
He carries this opinion
bongs,
Beer
like
the
above, can
one
seen
party crowd. According to Kala Bernhardt, a those in smaller communities where drinking further to the belief that
sophomore psychology major, there was an is concentrated to one house. Here the opposite alcohol should be served range in sizes and are just one of the many
unofficial Beer Pong League fall quarter. They is true, creating a divide amongst our student at the Hawk's Nest Bistro, ways students choose to consume alcohol.
"We are not a dry campus. We are a wet
campus!" proclaimed ASSU president Joe
Nguyen, a senior finance major.
This statement flies in the face of the Princeton Review, which recently labeled Seattle
University as a "Stone Cold Sober" school.
According to them, SU is a "scotch and soda,
hold the scotch" kind of campus. But many
students find those statements completely contradictory to the reality of Seattle University's
social scene
Some reasons for this misperception are
clear. Many students, like Clare Principe, a
sophomore liberal studies major, and Ryan
Crawford, a sophomore English/creative
writing major, have admitted to possessing
the same false ideals prior to coming here.
As a private/religious institution, it is easy to
assume that being a wet campus is outside our
character. Unlike some universities that carry
party-school reputations, we do not have any
major sports teams or a Greek system.
However, lacking a Division I basketball
team or frat houses has not deterred students
at SU from experiencing all aspects ofstudent
life. When recently asked, seven of eight
students admitted to underage consumption
ofalcohol both on and off campus. For some
students, introduction to college-drinking

-
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Fake IDs hard to detect, easy to obtain
Joe Brown
brownj34@seattleu.edu

friends did and they were going to bars on the weekends.
It was an issue of inclusion; nobody wants to be the one
left out."
Shane, a bouncer at Capitol Hill's The Garage, has a
method for spotting fake IDs. First and foremost, he checks
for a hologram; absence of a hologram is an immediate red

"Hey, you want to go to the bars tonight?"
"I can't, I'm not 21."
"Do you want to be?"
This conversation is becoming more and more common
among those under the age of 21.
Fake IDs are a big problem on high school and college
campuses across the nation and, unfortunately for authorities and the array ofalcohol distributors, they are becoming
more difficult to detect.
Due to new computer technology, the quality of counterfeit IDs is dramatically improving. These are no longer
the cut-and-paste or hand-me-down IDs of the past; they
are all digital.
Those willing to break a few laws can get everything they
need from the Internet. Private websites allow distributors
to share state templates and sell holograms that duplicate
state insignias, bar codes and shadow pictures with pinpoint
accuracy.
"I just got on the website, ordered the holograms and
downloaded the templates," said a former fake ID distributor.
"I would [then] upload to Photoshop and manipulate [them]
by adding a mug shot and some false information."
The distributor then prints out the ID, places it inside the
hologram and laminates it. The final step is filing the corners
so they resemble the rounded corners on real IDs.
Once the ID is finished, the distributor sells it at a price of
JoeyAnchondo/The Spectator
$75-$ 150, and many people are willing to pay more.
Current trends show that underage people buy these IDs
Fake IDs are easier to make with the help
for the purpose of obtaining alcohol. Spring break, for of the Internet, which is causing probexample, draws thousands of underage students to Florida
lems for many bouncers and bar owners.
with fake IDs in hand.
In 2001, the Daytona Beach Police Department apprehended 350 teenagers for just carrying fake IDs, and by flag. Second, a lot of fake ID owners keep them in their
the end of spring break had collected an overwhelming wallet's flip-open ID holder; this is a clear indication that
10,000IDs.
they are trying to hide something. Finally, if it is too hard
"I originally got my ID for alcohol," said John of Seattle. to tell if an ID is a fake, he asks the owner to recite their
"I guess I just felt like I had to have one because a lot ofmy personal information. This finSjstep is the one where most

fake ID holders fail horribly.
"There was a girl that came here recently trying to pass
as a resident of Alabama," he said. "The only problem
was that the person in the picture wasn't even the same
skin color."
This all seems like a lot of risk, considering that possession of a fake ID is a class B misdemeanor, which has a
penalty of six months in jail and a $2,000 fine.
However, convictions have decreased because not only
are the distributors better at making IDs, but they are also
smarter when it comes to state choice.
Distributors realize that IDs from random and distant
states are unfamiliar to bouncers, liquor store employees,
and gas and grocery store attendants. The United States does
not have a standard style for identification cards, so each
state has a different design and many have several different
forms. A minuscule difference on an Ohio ID, for example,
would probably not be spotted by an alcohol distributor in
the Northwest.
However, the government is attempting to implement
the Real ID Act, which would create a uniform design for
American IDs. This would end up costing states over $ 100
million after its implementation. It will cost Washington
approximately $46 million a year for the first several years
of the act.
In the meantime, alcohol distributors are going to have
to continue using their best judgment when suspicious IDs
pop up. Many places, including The Garage, own books
with the templates from all 50 states.
There are alternatives that the majority of bars neglect to
utilize. Portable electronic identification card readers have
been available for some time now, though they go for about
$1,100-$ 1,200 each.
"We [The Garage] haven't tried any alternatives to the book
of templates," Shane said. "It works just fine for us."
Fake IDs of the past used to be easy to spot, but due to
technologically proficient teenagers, they have become a
pandemic in the United States. Will the Real ID Act cease
fake ID distribution, or will it make it easier for teenagers
to duplicate them?
Only time will tell.

RAs: the power they hold on and off campus
Rob La Gatta
lagattar@seattleu. edu
On a recent Friday night, two 19-year-old
undergraduate students were drinking with
fake IDs at a popular Capitol Hill bar. The
location, which the two had visited before,
is a common hangout for Seattle University
students in the late afternoon because of
their Happy Hour specials. They quickly
found themselves face to face with an unlikely individual: their resident assistant
from Campion Hall.
The RA asked the students if they were
21; they gave no response. A few hours later
the RA approached the bartender and told
her that the students were underage. The
bartender found no proof of this and allowed
the students to continue drinking.
Situations like this are more widespread
than students imagine, and they raise the
question as to what is within an RA's jurisdiction.
The underage drinkers and the RA in
question did not want to speak on the record
regarding the matter. Though the incident
didn't land these young men in any judicial trouble with the school, this situation
highlighted the fact that leaving campus
does not exclude students from the Code
of Conduct.
In the resident assistant position description defined by Housing and Residence
Life, there is not a clear line when an RA
goes "on" and "off the clock. Their job description as a role model and student leader
says that "RAs will uphold and adhere to
all Residence Hall policies and the Seattle
University Code of Student Conduct at all

times," implying that their duty to enforce
Code ofConduct takes place anywhere that
they may find themselves. The section on
RA drinking gives a vague description as
to what is appropriate and when.
Often, RAs are stereotyped by the decisions they must make when doing their
rounds and keeping their floors safe. Students sometimes harbor animosity towards
those who are "always looking to bust them"
in the dorms. But the school administration
views the position of RA as more than an
enforcer of the rules, but as a student who
works to build a better community for their
peers.
"We expect the RAs to be students that
are always understanding the typical things
that we would expect from any SU student; they've taken that role of mentoring,
building community, [and] programming,"
said Romando Nash, associate director of
Housing & Residence Life and director of
Residential Learning Communities. "But an
RA is listed as and viewed as a student."
Nash believes that students serve as
representatives of the entire institution,
and behaviors of the individuals in settings
beyond the campus walls reflect upon the
education and values that are being instilled
in them.
Nash also pointed to the results of an
Educational Benchmark Institute (EBI)
study conducted recently that gives RAs
high marks across the board. On a scale
from 1-7, Seattle University's resident assistants were given a 6.1. The EBI survey is
offered at more than 250 universities across
the country, and more than 1200 SU students
living in the residence halls filled it out this

past fall quarter.
In addition, to check the progress an RA
has been making, their floor residents and
fellow RAs fill out evaluations of them, and
they fill out a self-evaluation on themselves.
Nash says the high marks reflect efficient
RAs.
"Being an RA is not considered a position
ofpower. Being an RA is considered a position of leadership, it's considered a position
of stepping upto try and build community,"
he said. "An RA will enforce the code of
student conduct of the resident handbook
inside the resident halls, [but] that's not what
the main aspect of their job is."
RAs do have the duty to enforce the
community standards at Seattle University;
one of those community standards is not
violating federal law regarding underage
alcohol consumption. However, their other
duties making sure students are having an
academically and socially beneficial time,
building community and unity among very
different people are in no way surpassed
by their duty to enforce the code of student
conduct.
Rob Kelly, vice president for Student Development, echoed Nash's sentiments.
"We don't encourage the RAs to find
violations period
on campus or off campus," he said. "What we encourage them
to do is be a role model and a resource for
other people."
Both Kelly and Nash expressed support
for the RA who brought the underage drinkers to the bartenders' attention, citing the
laws regarding underage drinking and those
bars that allow them inside.
Even at an off-campus party, the RAs still
-

-

—

have their duties to enforce; it gets into a
gray area, however, because the methods of
enforcement, such as residence hall directors
and Public Safety, are not present. In these
situations RAs are forced to make the call
as they see fit.
However, a point made by Kelly supported enforcing regulations offcampus if"they
have reasonable beliefthat what someone is
doing offcampus is going to effect their life
or behavior on campus."
Though the dorms follow a fairly standard
procedure, life in the "real world" becomes
more complex. Talking to other resident
assistants serving Campion Hall and the
Murphy Apartments, both different climates
in terms of age distribution and bodies per
square foot the implications of enforcement beyond the realm of a residence hall
remained constant. RAs said that with the
training they receive and the way the job is
structured, it is implied that they have a duty
to enforce drinking regulations regardless
of the setting.
One also brought up the point that situations such as this restrict their ability to
separate work from their life; RAs are not
supposed to be around underage drinking
and are supposed to leave parties where
it is taking place. If resident assistants see
underage drinkers in a bar where they can
legally be, one said, why should those of
age be the ones to leave when the law says
they can be there?
It is technically within the RA's duty to do
their job no matter where they go whether
they do so and to what extent is determined
by their personal ethics and what duty they
feel they have to enforce the rules.
-

-

-
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To binge or not to binge
Lauren Padgett
padgettl@seattleu. edit
You arc a freshman embarking on your
first collegiate adventure. Excitement, academic anxiety and crazy parties supposedly
await your arrival. After kissing your hysterical parents goodbye, you stroll the halls
of your dorm looking for some fun.
It's Thursday, and the party gets started
when your friends invade your room with
an 18-pack of Coors Light and plans to hit
up a party.
By the end of the night, you have drank so

of Public Health showed two out offive college students drink five drinks or more in a
night every two weeks. Using this criterion,
44 percent of college students are considered
"binge drinkers."
A binge drinker is defined as a male
who drinks five or more drinks in a row,
or a woman who consumes four alcoholic
beverages in one sitting. Half of the students who binge drink do so on more than
a weekly basis.
"The social aspect of college is definitely
important," saidLaura Klingenstein, a freshman international studies major. "Partying

JoeyAnchondo/The Spectator

This is not an unfamiliar scene for many students who have
indulged in a night of heavy drinking and have to debate
whether to go to class or not the next morning.

-

that is the question

in a drinking contest, realize it will affect
her way more critically than you. Women
metabolize alcohol differently and much
slower than men do, and as a result are being diagnosed with pancreatic cancer and
cirrhosis earlier in life, often due to binge
drinking.
Another fact to be aware of is that while
beer bongs are practical and get the job done
faster, they come with severe consequences.
Not only do you get drunk faster, but it's
harder to know when you've reached your
limit.
Knowing how much alcohol you can
consume without getting sick or blacking
out is an art form among college students,
but many have no idea.
When you are hit with an extreme, lifethreatening case ofalcohol poisoning, do not
expect any ofyour friends to know what to
do. People have died because their friends
refused to take them to a hospital in fear of
getting caught drinking, or because they did
not realize how bad off the person was.
According to the National Institute on
Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA),
women become more impaired than men
when they drink equal amounts of alcohol.
They are more likely to suffer heart and liver
damage as a result of drinking and experience trauma in a drunk driving accident or
at the hands of a fellow drinker.
"Never set your drink down," said Howell. "Get your own, and alternate between
alcoholic beverages and water to manage
your drinking. Be around friends that you
know and trust."
Also, when it comes to your social life,
remember that in a few years someone
may ask you about how you spent your
time in college.
"Seattle University takes the cream of
1,700 college students* will die
the crop," said Mangosing. "They confrom unintentional alcohol-related
cern themselves with having responsible
injuries
folks [represent this university]. Coming
home wasted isn't the most responsible
97,000 students will become vicchoice."
Leading a well-balanced, healthy lifetims of alcohol-related sexual assult
is the goal for most professionals in
style
or date rape
regards to treating alcoholism.
"Understanding who you are as a per110,000 students will be arrested
son, and the underlying motives for drinkfor alcohol-related violations
ing, are important," said Howell. "It is destructive and leads to considerable health
risks. College students are going to go out
696,000 students reported being
and drink, so drink responsibly. Look for
assulted by another student who has
patterns; check your family history and
been drinking
susceptibility to alcoholism. You may see
evidence of abuse and dependence."
*These are students between the ages 18-24
Bottom line: curb your drinking. Think
years old
about what is more important learning
how to use a keg or how to manage a
Information provided by www.collegedrinkingbusiness.
prevention.com
Alcohol addiction is a constant struggle
that takes admission, personal integrity
jeopardize your chances? Do you care if and strength. It looks cute now to be wasted
at a party with all your friends, but the older
[drinking] affects your education?"
And guys, if you think it's awesome that you get, the more you will be held accountyour girlfriend can match your waterfall able for your actions.

of one's slumber, is when the brain is most
active. This is when you dream. Drinking
alcohol represses REM, which causes you
to feel more tired when you wake up.
Being in a constant state of exhaustion,
especially after a hard day's night of drinking, can affect one's athletic and academic
performance. Halfof all binge drinkers miss
at least one class a quarter due to drinking.
While many issues factor into a student's
grade, 40 percent of academic performance
problems are due to alcohol. Students with
low GPAs drink three times more than "A"
students.
"When you become dependent on alcohol, your tolerance builds up and you
go through withdrawals," said Howell.
"When it doesn't interfere with your life
or functioning, when you say to yourself
'I can binge on the weekends and am still
functioning,' you need to take a closer look
at why you are doing these things. Is it to
escape from relationship issues, difficult
classes or other reasons? Are there other
things you can do to relieve stress?"
While drinking on-campus is considered
a disciplinary problem with monetary repercussions, Mangosing emphasizes his
desire to actually help students figure out
why they drink.
"One of the things I ask students [about]
in their judicial meetings is what they
value," said Mangosing. "I mean, do you
care if your grades are slipping? What
are you in college for? Most students are
concerned about jobs and careers, so why

Each year:

•

much beer and taken so many tequila shots
that you pass out in a drunken stupor only
to awake to the sound of your alarm at 8:45
the next morning. Your education is expecting you. In fact, your entire future is waiting
for you, hanging there in the horizon as the
ever-present yet incredibly distant idea of
you as an adult.
This is when you make a choice you roll
out of bed and feel like puking all through
Introduction to Geology, or you shut off the
alarm and tell yourself you'll catch up with
your professor later.
"Alcohol consumption is a part of college
culture," said Resident Hall Director Alvin
Mangosing. "Movies like AnimalHouse and
Old School portray what college should be
like. It makes you open up, and people feel
like they have to prove something to themselves or peers when they can drink a lot."
Despite warnings about the dangers of
alcohol consumption (in the three leading
causes ofdeath among college students accidents, homicides and suicides alcohol is a
contributing factor), many students are beer
bonging the night away in total excess.
A study conducted by the Harvard School
-

-

-

-

and hanging out are more conducive to'
making new friendships."
At the Counseling and Psychological
Services Center (CAPS), flyers about the
dangers of binge drinking are ever present.
The staff members are considered experts
in their respective fields in regards to issues
college students face today. Jay Howell,
Psy. D, L.I.C.S.W. is a psychologist at
CAPS who specializes in alcoholism and
binge drinking among students.
"From having the perception that all of
your peers are drinking, [college students]
think that everyone is doing it. While it may
seem like everyone is doing it, statistics do
show that their perceptions are incorrect,"
Howell said.
The ramifications of heavy drinking may
only appear to be a headache or hangover
the next day, but in reality, heavy drinking can affect you for the rest of your life.
Alcohol affects the most vulnerable cells
in your brain those connected to memory,
coordination, judgement and sleep.
Even if you have just a few drinks, alcohol can inhibit your ability to have a good
night's sleep. REM sleep, the deepest part
-

•

•

•

-

Drinking patterns reflect other Jesuit campuses
(Continuedfrom page 9)
Regis University in Denver,
Colo, did not have statistical infor-

mation but was able to comment
on the drinking activities of their
students. According to David Law,
the director of student activities,
party nights are similar to those at
all colleges, going from Thursday
through Saturday.
"We do events and activities as
alternatives each night. Most of
the parties are off-campus, but we
do have, of course, alcohol that is

consumed and found on campus
in the residence halls," said Law.
"I'd say we have a couple of incidents every weekend involving
documenting students for alcohol
possession. Most of our intoxication cases are the result of students
coming back to the residence halls
from off-campus parties."
This sounds very much like the
kind of activity that is found on the
Seattle University campus and surrounding areas.
One school that does claim a very
low number of students using alco-

hol is Seattle Pacific University.
"Pretty much the main idea is
we are not allowed to drink at
all, whether we are 21 or not, or
whether we live on campus or not;
it's pretty cut and dry," said Kate
Palmen.
This information is also found in
SPU's student handbook.
The drinking patterns of the students ofSeattle University seem to
be on par for other Jesuit universities of about the same size. The
title "Stone Cold Sober" might not
accurately describe the activities of

the student body, but at the same
time neither Smith nor Sletten think
Seattle University has a reputation
as a drinking or party school.
But with all of this documentation regarding drinking and surveys
where students talk about their
drinking habits, why did Seattle
University make The Princeton Review's "Stone Cold Sober" list?
Unable to contact The Princeton
Review, we have to rely on the criteria that the list is made from. The
amount of drinking of the students
is not the only criteria that would

cause a university to make the list.
They also look at the amount of
time students spend preparing for
classes and how popular the Greek
system is at each school. With these
criteria, the rating makes a little
more sense. Students here do spend
a lot of time studying and, well, we
don't even have a Greek system.
Could the criteria from which the
survey was being judged be thereal
reason Seattle University made the
list? The evidence and observations
found on our campus suggest that
to be the case.
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Sports Feature
McAlister chooses academics over soccer career
Club Sport Focus
Equestrian team gets noticed by competition
Sports Commentary
With re-signing ofAlexander Seahawks look to win

McAlister turns down Sounders to finish graduate studies
Brittany Schooley
schooley@seattleu. edu
Intelligence, talent and humility are only
a few of the many positive attributes that his
coach and teammates use to describe Bobby
McAlister, who finished his final season playing for the SU soccer team this past fall.
McAlister has played soccer his whole life.
He wanted to play at the professional level
one day, but began looking at the reality of
it over the past few years. McAlister values
his education and is aware of the fact that 50
percent of the Major League Soccer makes
only $26,000 a year.
In January, McAlister was drafted by
the Seattle Sounders by head coach Brian
Schmetzer. Although McAlister dreamed of
playing professional soccer, he turned down
the offer to focus on earning his master's in
public administration here at SU. With a year
and a quarter left, he feels that education and
job experience will be much more beneficial
to him in the future.
In order to make a decent living, he would
have to be one of the top 50 percent of the
players in the MLS. With this in mind, he
feels that graduate school will be much more
valuable for him in the long run.
"You really have to work your schedule
around practice and road trips," said McAlister. "Either way, I would stay in school, but
I could get a part time job and have some
job experience when I finish school, or I
could play and have no job experience when
I finish."
Regardless of his decision to turn down
the offer, McAlister has set high standards
for the future of the SU soccer team, and his
contribution will always be admired.

"I can't say
enough good
things about
Bobby," says Peter Fewing, former men's soc-

McAlister natutX person,

nc

hardworking
loyal, increc
ibly respectabl
and mature. O
the field, he's an
excellent tean
player, explo
sive, versatile
and dedicated."
But Fewin

-

experience that

>

smaller than most

For the past two seasons, McAlister has
established some unbelievable statistics and
was named 2004 NCAA/Adidas Division II
National Player of the Year. He also broke
two school records in 2004 by scoring 22
goals as well as having 11 game-winning
goals. In the end, McAlisterfeels that SU was
a much better fit for him than the University
of Washington, as a school and as a team.
"My experience playing for SU was more
positive than my experience playing for
UW," said McAlister. "I didn't always agree
with the coach. Pete let us be creative on the
field and didn't scream at us about defensive
things. He let us play when we were in our
half of the field."
McAlister's approach to the game is not
aggressive by nature, but creative and focused. He's quick with phenomenal ball
skills and focuses on mentally preparing
for a game
his goal is to create scoring
opportunities.
"Bobby has matured as a player and has
gained the confidence that allows him to beat
any player on the field," said Fewing.
When talking about Fewing as a coach,
McAlister stressed the fact that Fewing always allowed his players to be creative on
the field and had a solid understanding ofhis
players' strengths.
In fact, Fewing is incredibly supportive of
McAlister's decision to focus on a different
career path. He has always been very proud of
his player's success off the field; something
that has always been important to the team.
"I realize how much time and energy is
required to play at that level," said Fewing.
"Bobby's heart is in his education, so I'm
happy for him."
—

Schmetzer ce
tainly saw man
of McAlister'
astounding qual
ties as a playe
After attendin
many Seattle Un
versity games
Schmetzer adeed that "Bobb
could turn

that helped me
in the long run.
You can't rely on
Joey Anchondo / The Spectator

Bobby McAlister opted to finish his
graduate studies in public administration instead of taking an offer to play
for the Seattle Sounders.

Bobby's father, Jimmy McAlister, was a

career. After his
success playing
for Kennedy Prep High School, where he
led his team to two state titles, he went on to
play at the Division I level at the University of
Washington. However, due to a groin injury,
in 2001, his field time was cut short
making only five appearances as a freshman and
—

McAlister senior, describes him as "one of the

starting

only two games.

Redhawks Notebook
Jen Hamann
hamannj@seattleu. edu
All of Seattle University's collegiate athletes were away this
past week, either settling into their spring seasons or vying for
a position in the off-season. The teams fought hard but brought
home mixed results.
Men's Basketball: (16-11,9-9 GNAC) Final
The week started out on the right foot as the team traveled to
Monmouth, Ore. to play Western Oregon for the second time this
season. The team went in ranked No. 9 in the NCAA Division
II West Region, in hopes of taking two wins to push them into
postseason play. They earned an impressive 91-72 win over the
Wolves as five players scored double figures. Oregon was only
able to force five turnovers while battling against Seattle's 57.6
shooting percentage. Sean Namanny stole the show with 23
points. Also contributing were David White, who shot 7-of-8
from the field for 14 points, and Leigh Swanson, who added
14 of his own. Sam Kirby and Jeffrey McDaniel each had 11
points and three steals. Ryan Webb contributed 8 points and

eight rebounds.
On Saturday the team ended their season in Areata, Calif,
taking a devastating 107-80 loss to Humboldt State. Seattle was
out shot by the Lumberjacks, who managed a 60.6 shooting
percentage against Seattle's 42.6 percent. The game did highlight
Swanson who had 21 points and Namanny who scored 13. The
other threeplayers with double figures were McDaniel, Seals and
Kirby, who all had 11 points.
The team missed postseason by a single ranking. Despite

the loss, Redhawk standout McDaniel was named to All-Great
Northwest Athletic Conference second team. Seals was named
an honorable mention all-GNAC selection.
Women's Basketball: (14-12,9-9 GNAC) Final

Highlighting their win over St. Martin's Saturday night, the
Redhawks finished theirfirst winning season in 12 years (14-12),
since the 1993-94 season. Defense was the key again as Seattle
allowed the Saints just 57 points and forced 27 turnovers. The
Redhawks fell at the half 31-29, but came back strong in the
second half when they outscored the Saints 46-26 to take the
win. Jackie Thomas led her team with 15 points, six assists and
four rebounds. Ashley Brown had 14 points, five assists and
four steals, and Ashley Payne added 10points and three assists.
Although this was thefirst winning season for women's basketball
since the Redhawks moved up to Division II from NAIA, Seattle
did not make it into post-season play.
Women's Softball:
No. 22 ranked Seattle University opened the Red Lion Inn
Central Washington University Invitational tournament with
losses to Western Washington and Grand Canyon in Richland
on Thursday. After beating the Western Vikings in all of their
first four meetings earlier in the season, Seattle lost a close 5-7
game when the Vikings pulled ahead 6-0 in the first four innings.
Pitcher Katie Rojano (0-3) allowed six runs on seven hits in 3.1
innings before Erin Kemper came in to throw five strikeouts and
allow one run and two hits in 3.2 innings. Redhawks Amanda
Nilles sported two-of-three hits with one run batted in. The game

was a little less action-packed in the Redhawks' 1-2 loss against
Grand Canyon.
On Friday, Seattle took a heavy loss to No. 1 ranked Humboldt
10-0 in five innings. However, later that afternoon, they beat
Western Oregon with an impressive 12-1 win in five innings.
In the first game, Erin Kemper allowed all ten runs in 11 hits.
Jane Purdy and AmandaNilles had the only two hits for Seattle.
Seattle's second game was highlighted by Brenda Stice, who
went three-for-three with six runs batted in and two runs scored,
one of which was her second home run of the year. Her second
run started with her triple.
Saturday's matches gave Seattle two more wins at the tournament. They defeated their host Central Washington 9-2 and
a close 1-0 win in eight innings against Northwest Nazarene.
Kemper showed well in this game, earning her first win of the
season, allowing two runs on six hits for the game.
Seattle finished out the tournament on Sunday with two more
wins. The Redhawks dominatedSaint Martin's 15-7 and pushed
past Montana State-Billings 7-4. They rounded out the tournament 5-3 and currently stand on a five game winning streak. In
the first game, six Redhawks hit homeruns including Stice's
team-best fourth homerun of the season. Pitcher Kemper continued to improve her record with 2-2 on the season, allowing
six runs and 10 hits. In the second game, Seattle came back from
trailing 4-2. However, a five run show at the bottom of the fifth
won them the game.
Seattle continues away games this Friday when they travel to
play Central Washington in Ellensburg at Ip.m.

Men and Women's Swimming: Nationals
Don't forget to watch for the exciting results of the men's and
women's swim team as they send 13 swimmers to the NCAA
Division II nationalswim meet. The meet begins this Wednesday,
Mar. 8, and continues until the Mar. 11 in Indianapolis, Ind.

Redhawk Sports
Equestrians train to beat competition
The Spectator
Mar. 8, 2006

Lauren Padgett
padgettl @seattleu. edu
Seattle University's Equestrian Team
is ready to prove that they can take on
any school, no matter the size.
While SU has a smaller and newer
team compared to the schools they
compete against, two of SU's riders

Koster. "We love to have advanced
riders, but we welcome those with just
a little experience as well."
At about $100 for six lessons, the
equestrians practice showing horses and
how to work with the animals to put on
the best show possible. Every week, between class, homework and jobs, these
riders find time to schedule trips to the
Dutch Hill Stables in Snohomish, Wash.
There, they practiceriding and working
with trainer Michelle Barrett.
"Even for experienced riders, [competing in shows] is really fun and challenging, and it's a great experience for
students because they don't really have
to spend a lot of money on their own
horse," said Koster.
Competitions have taken place in
Woodinville, and various other schools
around the Northwest. The team often
travels to Oregon or Eastern Washington to compete.
In equestrian competitions, contenders do not get to ride their own horse.
In fact, riders do not know until they
mount the horse and begin the competition what kind of ride they will have.
The horses are often donated by local
stables or owners.
Riders are judged by their equitation
how well they can maintain good
posture and their command of the
horse. It is the rider, not the horse, that
is judged.
"It's basically about showing what
you know," said Koster. "It's the luck
of the draw, and it really shows who the
best riders are by who can adapt the best
to their horse."

qualified for equitation on the flat and
horsemanship events.
Despite its small size, SU has become
more noticeable among competing
schools, such as University of Oregon
and Western Washington University.
While other, larger schools in less urban areas recruit riders the way some
schools recruit football players, SU's

Courtesy of Krista Koster

The SU Equestrian team trains at Dutch Hill Stables in
Snohomish, Wash, weekly to prepare for competitions.
qualified for the Zone Championships in
Sacramento, Calif. April 8 and 9.
The two riders representing SU are
president of the equestrian team, Marakia Dye, a seniorphilosophy major, and
team captain Krista Koster, a senior
communications major. Dye qualified for the equitation over fences and
horsemanship categories, while Koster

team is making some headway, even

-

though the school doesn't even have a
stable. For instance, this is the first year
that SU's Equestrian Team has a coach.
This year alone they have achieved
team-high victories and surpassed some
of their own goals, which is a large accomplishment.
"Anyone is welcome to join," said

Playoffs just out of reach for SU
Nicholas Lollini
loUinin@seattleu. edu

■e

Oregon to extend their win streak to four, the team could
not pull off a win against Humboldt State. The win could
have propelled the team in the top eight teams in the west
region, which would have guaranteed them a spot in the

both the men's and women's basketball teams
:ted their seasons with winning records, which tournament.
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State, the Redhawks
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outplayed, while
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!
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on
fire
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the field. Aladvanced into the West Rethe
Redhawks
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though
gional Tournament.
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first half, they were never
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able to recoup from the 54note,
St.
Martin's
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beating
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Alexander worth
every cent for
Seahawks' continued success
William Crane
cronew@sealtleii. edu
By re-signing Shaun Alexander to an 8-year,
$62 million contract, the Seahawks are on track
to repeat the success of last season. The city of
Seattle breathed a collective sigh of relief yesterday when the deal was announced, erasing worries that Alexander njight leave the Seahawks for
another team.
By releasing three defensive players, the team
was able to slide under the salary cap for a deal
which will keep the Seahawks star in Seattle
for the rest of his prime years. The loss of these
three players, who were never that crucial to the
Seahawks, allowed for the team to hold on to a
player who contributed to the magic that was last
season.
Along with Alexander, the Seahawks still need
to re-sign Joe Jurevicius and Steve Hutchinson
to firmly show the commitment of the Seahawks*
front office in laying the groundwork for a football
dynasty. Hutchinson is part of the concrete offensive line, which is crucial to both their running
and passing games. They recently put a "transition
tag" on him, allowing the Seahawks until Mar. 17
to negotiate a contract. By letting Jurevicius and
Mack Strong leave the Seahawks, the team has a
large job of filling these offensive support roles
for next season.
Last week, before the free agent market opened,
many people wondered whether the Seahawks
would be able.to keep Alexander and in turn keep
the momentum that led them to their first Super
Bowl.
With this deal, Alexander was the highest paid
running back ever in the NFL, which he feels is
well-deserved. While the salary is astronomical,
you can see his point. By breaking the NFL record
for rushing touchdowns and leading the dominant
offensive of the Seahawks, he knew he had his
choice of any team in the league.
The Seahawks' hands were tied.There was little
choice between letting Alexander go and giving
him the biggest check for a running back. The
front office knew that letting Alexander go would
be a blow to both the team and the fans that have
passionately supported him.
By choosing to remain with the Seahawks,
Alexander signaled a commitment not only to
next season, but to making the Seahawks the new
dynasty. Like the Steelers in the 19705, the San
Francisco 49ers in the 1980s and more recently
the New England Patriots, could the Seahawks be
the new dynasty?
Unlike many teams in the league, the Seahawks
are not a one-sided team, which makes it difficult
when it comes to signing or releasing free agents.
With a tough, young defensive and a strong, running-oriented offensive, the Seahawks look like
the dominant team for next season.
However, unless the Seahawks remain focused
on re-signing key players that will become free
agents and scout the incoming draft picks wisely,
they could become another also-ran slipping
back into the mediocre play demonstrated in past
seasons.
First on every fan and team member's agenda
is the need to win the Superbowl they deserve.
Given their past season and the return of all major
starters this season, the future looks bright for the
Seahawks.
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The good, the bad and the Oscars

Mark J.Terrill/AP

Director Luc Jacquet, center, Producer Yves Darondeau, front left, Emmanuel Priou, left rear, and
Christophe Lioud, with penguins in hand, accept
the Oscar for Best Documentary Feature for the
film March of the Penguins.
Mark J. Terrill/AP

The Memphis rap group Three 6 Mafia and actress Taraji P. Henson, back
rear and songwriter Cedric Coleman, back left, perform the Oscar winning
Best Original Song "It's Hard Out Here for a Pimp" from the motion picture
Hustle & Flow at the 78th Academy Awards Sunday, March 5, 2006, in Los
Angeles.
Megan Peter
the coveted 18-to-24-year-old demographic,
there was a greater chance of the ratings risIt is official: the awards season is over. The ing this year. But should high ratings come at
culmination of the best ofthe past year in film the expense of the quality of the show?
was recognized on Sunday, Mar. 5 at the 78th
This is not to say that the added sketches
were not funny,
Annual Academy
but they just have
their own time and
As far as Oscars
go. it was a fairly
place. The Acadpredictable year,
emy Awards is a
prestigious award
with the only upset
show and in a way,
going to Crash for
Best Picture as opthe show sold out
the
favored
to
have high ratposed to
ings and did a disBrokeback Mounservice not only
to those watching,
However, while
the awards were prebut also those who
dictable, the show
were nominated.
There are enough
itself was something
incidents that hapthat has never been
pen on their own at
seen before. John
Stewart, the college
the show to make
it humorous and
students' hero, surendearing, such
prised many when
as Nick Park and
he was chosen to
Mark J. Terrill/AP
host the awards. Actor Philip Seymour Hoffman
Steve Box, creWhile many were
ators of Wallace
accepts the Oscar for Best Acand Gromit: The
expecting him to be
Capote.
tor
for
his
work
in
Curse of the Werepolitical and push
Rabbit,
bringing matching bow-ties for their
the line, he didn't and, in fact, he did a fabulous job.
Oscar statues or even Ben Stiller coming out
His jokes were well-timed and quite hiin a green screen body suit "thinking" that he
larious. But one has to wonder how much appeared invisible on television.
We did not need the sketches to keep us
influence he had over the whole of the show
because there were many times when it entertained; the show would have been fine
like the Academy Awards were an without them.
ded version of"The Daily Show," only
There were also other changes to the prowith dressed up audience members. With its gram that affected it in a negative way. The
faux "for your consideration" ads, narrated clips for Best Picture were randomly thrown
by Stephen Colbert, and opening sketch, it in right before a commercial break without
seemed much like the MTV Movie Awards.
any introduction. The orchestra began to
softly play the moment an award winner took

ted

feeling.
If it was the choice of
the director of the ceremony to have a quicker
show, we could have done
without the four montage
tributes to various films
and actors. As Stewart said after thefinal one,
"It's the Oscar salute to montages."
There was no need to have them; we are
not celebrating an important anniversary of
film or Academy history. In fact, they took
away from the traditional montage of those
who have passed away since the last awards
ceremony. And even then, there were many
faces missing from the tribute that should
have been there.
The musical performances were an upgrade
from last year's show, since each song was
performed by a different artist as opposed to
last year when Beyonce performed over half
of the songs.
But both Kathleen "Bird" York and Three
6 Mafia could have learned a few things from
Dolly Parton's performance. Parton, who appeared as classy as ever, simply came on the
stage, without a background set or interpretive dancers, and passionately sang the song
"Travelin' Thru" from Transamerica.

Best Original Song, for many others it
seemed odd and even a bit out of place.
Stewart himself was shocked and laughed a
bit on screen right after the award had been
presented. He also got a few clever lines in
such as, "Martin Scorsese Oscars: 0. Three
6 Mafia: 1."
One thing that did change, fortunately,
was the quality of the acceptance speeches
this year. There were no political messages
or hour-long thank yous.
Many of them seemed more heartfelt and
meaningful than they have been in the past
few years.
George Clooney spent most of his time
talking about his fellow Best Supporting Actor nominees and his pride in the Academy
for doing things when the rest of the world
wasn't, like challenging civil rights injustices in not only the films that were produced,
but in the awards that were given.
Philip Seymour Hoffman, who won Best
Actor for his role in Capote, was so nervous
he said most of his speech with his eyes
closed and hand on his forehead. And Reese
Witherspoon, winner of the Best Actress
award, once again gained a special place in
America's heart as she seemed both genuinely grateful and surprised to be holding
the golden statue.
It was moments like those that made the
entire night worthwhile.

Hard Out Here
for a Pimp," from
Hustle and Flow,
their performance
did not do the
song justice, as it
was an important
part of the film
and it needed to
be presented well.
It would have
been better had
Terrance Howard performed the
song himself.
Hard Out Here for
a Pimp" was the
obvious choice
for critics to win

Mark J. Terrill/AP

Actress Reese Witherspoon, center, and shown
on the screen reacts after winning the Oscar for
Best Actress for her work in Walk the Line.
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If the Wig Fits: students
behind the music scene
Katie Warden

wardenk@seattleu. edu
What do Seaweed Jack, The Comet Tavern and Hedwig and the Angry Inch all have
in common? Well, Seaweed Jack is a band
scheduled to perform at The Comet Tavern in a
show put on by the creators of a music website
that took its name from the director of the film
Hedwig and the Angry Inch.
Which brings us to the real topic: The Wig
Fits All Heads is a music website run by Seattle

access to almost any band she wants.
"It's a matter of getting people to come to
the site," she said.
While The Wig receives an average of 125150 hits per day, publicity from an artist usually
spikes the statistics.
"The other thing that increases traffic so
much is being able to get what you've written
to the bands. A few weeks ago I did an article
about this San Diego band Some Girls; I went
to their show the other week and 1 found the
guy that I did the interview with and I said,
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On and off campus events that'll make your week spin.
THURSDAY, 3/9
Evelyn C. White, author of
Alice Walker
Elliott Bay (101 South Main St)
7:30 p.m.

TUESDAY, 3/14
Unwritten Law, Fenix TX w/
As Fast As

All-ages

All-ages

FREE

Jessica Lurie Ensemble
Sunset Tavern (5433 Bollard Ave)
9 p.m.
$7
21+

Neumo's (925 E. Pike)

7 p.m.
$15 Advlsl7 Drs

WEDNESDAY, 3/15
Electric Six wl Rock Kills Kid
Neumo's (925 E. Pike)
8 p.m.
$12

All-ages

FRIDAY, 3/10
Magnet

Easy Street Records (20 Mercer

sty

Ave)

7 p.m.
FREE

7 p.m.
FREE

All-ages

21

DMC of RUN DMC w/
Framework, dRED.i.
Chop Suey (1325 E. Madison)
9 p.m.
$17

All-ages

Tyler Mahoney/The Spectator

Katie Sauro (left) and Ashley Graham (right) post flyers for The
Blakes concert sponsored by The Wig Fits All Heads.
'Go here, this is where it's at. The next day
he went to the site, found the article and he put
up a message on his message board that there
was an interview up, and we got 250 hits on
that article that day," Graham said.
Which brings us back to the beginning how
else does The Wig get its publicity? By putting on amazing rock concerts, for one. This
Thursday, Mar. 9, The Wig will sponsor another event in a grand series of local concerts.
They've brought together headliners and local
.

minimal staffof herself, one other writer, Katie
Sauro, and a rather mysterious photographer,
Dagmar Patterson.
I sat down with Graham to get the story
behind her website, the bands she interviews
and the show she is sponsoring Mar. 9 at The
Comet Tavern.
Graham started her site. The Wig Fits All
Heads, or The Wig for short, as part of another
in April of 2004. She bought her own
com in October of 2004. It all
ed as a creative outlet,
t was sort of like something I
d do to channel all of these academic frustrations I had with not being
able to apply what I was learning in
school to what I wanted to do with
it," she said.
At the beginning of February, Graham started updating the site weekly
to include previews of upcoming
shows in addition to the usual album
reviews and concert previews.
Among the bands that The Wig
has recently run reviews for are local
artists Rocky Votolato, Popular Assassins and La Cha-Cha; however, they
have also reviewed and interviewed
Photo courtesy of Dagmar Patterson
better known bands like The AcadThe Blakes play The Comet Tavern
emy 15...
this Thursday.
"I did a review of the band The
Academy 15... and I got an e-mail
from a girl in Australia who said, 'I've never pop rock favorites The Blakes, psychedelic
read anything that sounded so much like them Portland rockers The Pink Snowflakes, who
aptly proclaim that they're "loud so get ready
as what you wrote," Graham commented.
When asked where she finds the bands she for it," and Graham's favorite, Seaweed Jack,
reviews, Graham said, "I find them wherever. the Spokane-based, Modest Mouse-esque
It could be the opening band that you've never openers.
The Comet (922 E. Pike) is only a few
heard or getting in touch with the right people.
It's nice to have an established relationship blocks from campus and there's a $5 cover to
with a publicist who can provide you with new get through the door. So go take a gander at
http://www.thewigfitsallheads.com and maybe
albums and say, 'Check these people out!'"
After almost two years ofwork, Graham has even mosey over to The Comet and check out
developed a pool of connections, allowing her some unknowns who just might make it big.

Kain

,

Sunset Cinema Presents: Ttie
Big Leboivski
Sunset Tavern (5433 Ballard

SATURDAY, 3/11
Degenerate Art Ensemble
Moore Theatre (1932 2nd Ave)
8 p.m.
'All-ages

Bistro Saturdays featuring
dRED.i. and DJ Roc'phella
SU Hawk's Nest Bistro
9 p.m.-ll p.m.
FREE

All-ages

+

ONGOING EVENTS...
Cosi Fan Tutte, in celebration of Mozart's 250th Birthday
318, 10,11
McCaw Hall (Seattle Center)
2 p.m., 7:30 p.m.
SeattleOpera.org
All-ages
High Kindergarten Performance Group presents:
"Computer"
3/9-22
Behnke Center for Contemporary
Performance (100 W. Roy St.)
12 p.m.-6 p.m.
$18

Mamafest Shopestyle Competition & Breast Cancer Benefit
featuring Ski & Snowboard
Demos, huge raffle, DJs and
live music
Summit at Snoqualmie
9 a.m.
FREE

All-ages
11th Annual Seattle Jewish
Film Festival
3/22-29
Museum of History and
Industry (2700 E. 24th Ave)
www. ajcsea ttle. org

All-ages

Roy Lichtenstein: Prints

The Stranger's Annual
BIG SHOT! featuring:
Visqueen, DJ El Toor and
Speaker Speaker, Tennis Pro,
Roamance, The Emergency

Through 5/7
Henry Art Gallery (15th Ave.

1956-97
NE&NE4IstSt.)

All-ages

Neumo's (925 E. Pike)

Doors 8 p.m.
FREE

21+
SUNDAY, 3/12

Dave Brubeck, Ramsey Lewis

Paramount Theatre (911 Pine
7:00 p.m.
All-ages

St)

MONDAY, 3/13
Melange on Monday writer's
workshop
Hugo House (1634 11th Ave)
7 p.m.
FREE
All-ages

UPCOMING EVENTS...
Chris Brown
3/24
Showbox (Ist and Pike)
TicketWest.com
All-ages

SASQUATCH! Festival
Featuring: (Fri.) Nine Inch
Nails, HIM, ...The Trail Of The
Dead, (Sat.) Ben Harper & The
Innocent Criminals, The Flaming Lips, The Shins, (Sun.) Beck,
Death Cab For Cutie, Queens of
the Sone Age
5/26-28

The Gorge (George, WA)
Ticketmaster.com
All-ages
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DRED-I to perform at
The Bistro Saturday night
Moorpheus,
a.k.a. Merciful
(right and
Hannibal, a.k.a.
Han Solo, a - ka General (left)
of DRED-I, a
local hip-hop
group, "speak
the real" on The
Music Lounge,
a KSUB radio
show, hosted by
J°nnsen anci
David Byrd on
Tuesday night.
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DISCOVER WHAT A GLOBAL
MEDICAL EDUCATION CAN DO
FOR YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD.
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Time: 6:30 8:00 pm
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CALL OR REGISTER ONLINE
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WWW.SGU.EDU/OPENHOUSE

St.Georg^University
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Grenada and St. Vincent, West Indies
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PRESENTATION

1 (800)899-6337EXT.280
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MEDICAL SCHOOL AND VETERINARY SCHOOL
OPEN HOUSE
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ST. GEORGE'S
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Marketplace
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Classifieds
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100.
200
300.
400.
500
600.
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For Sale
Help Wanted
r
Volunteers
Services
For Rent
Misc.
,

,

513

200

,

LAKESIDE SCHOOL
RUMMAGE SALE

.

'

m Steven Klein, LSAT specialist. Fourteen years and
3000 students later, I don't
think anyone knows more
about this test, or how to teach
it, than I do. That's why I still
teach my own classes. "I hat's
why you should rarj me.

j

_~,

iV

1 week course features
36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions and five
for the reasonable

JW**

APPLICATION DEADLINE: 10 APRIL
FORMS AVAILABLE: OFFICES OF THE
DEANS (A&S, ASBE, MRC & NURSING),
STUDENT DEVELOPMENT, HONORS,
& CAMPUS ASSISTANCE CENTER
Awarded to eligible upper level undergraduates at Seattle University
who have demonstrated excellence in academics & a commitment to
service and leadership.
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Not Ready for
the LSAT?

sunaay qv-ii
Over 2 acres of bargains! Vintage
,
.
clothing, jewelry, collectibles,
designer label and new.women's,
men's, and children's clothing
and shoes, furniture, household
items, hardware and garden items,
linens, books, TV s, electronics,
glassware and more. www.
lakesideschool.org or call 206
440-2925.
..
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Sandpoint Magnuson Park
Hangar 27
7400 Sandpoint Way Seattle
Friday
9-5
Saturday 9-5
q

SUE NAEF SCHOLARSHIPS

DOOR KNOCKERS WANTED
Work Part-Time Knocking on
Doors. Learn to Invest in Real
Estate. Call 206-774-8472 and
leave msg for more info!
b=

19
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s
I can answer any LSAT question let me prove it. Call now

BENEFITS:
� Need based scholarship grant
� $900 Seattle University Bookstore allowance
� Participation in group activities during award year
Interested: Ask an advisor or faculty member, pickup an
application, or contact Fiona Robertson or Roger GiSis SJ, Naef
Moderators, PIGTS2S or BELL 118, orviae-maiL

-

for a free seirJjnar-

,

524-4915

WVRM (ffl!Hß!l
Advertise in the Spectator!

Interested in writing? Come
to a Spectator meeting on
Sunday evenings at 6 p.m. in the
basement of Campion Hall,
next to the Cave.
Free Medical/Dental School
Plus $1279.00 a month!

I

I

The Army's Health Professions
Scholarship Program (HPSP) provides:
100% Tuition. Books and Fees
SI 279 Stipend Pay
Commission as an Armv Officer

For more information please call:
Captain Dean Rasmussen
U.S. Army Health Care Team
Office: (206) 242-9357
Cell: (877) 722-2304 Toll Free
Email: lyle.rasmussen@usarec.arniy.mil

e<

rfW Earn

Please send information and questions to adinfodpseattleu. edu
Phone: 206.296.6474
Fax: 206.296.6477

Website: www.Spectator-Online.com

LOOKING FOR AN
EXCITING JOB? GOOD.
BECAUSE RED BULL IS
LOOKING FOR A STUDENT
BRAND MANAGER ON
YOUR CAMPUS!
*t^,
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Travel and Teach English!
a Seattle University Certificate in TESOL in 4 weeks

•

Intensive Classes begin January 9, February 6, and

•

Earn credits from Seattle University

•

Credits may apply to Master's Programs

are interested in teaching ESL in the US or abroad,
this is the program for you! All of the class instruction was
relevant and really prepared me to be an effective teacher."
-From Nathan, a recent graduate
"If you

H^

"^^lXT*

March 6

jF*

School of Teaching ESL
(in

cooperation with Seattle

206.781.8607

www.redbullu.com

or text

apply go to

to

the word SBM

to

72855

University College of Education)

9620 Stone Ave N., Seattle, WA 98103
www.SCHOOLOFTESL.com | STESLinfo@seattleu.edu

|

To find out more and
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Pictured is the cartoon
that appeared on the soccer
teams t-shirts, which criticized the administration.

Photos and Interviews by
Jennah Tano

Campus

Voice

What is the most memorable
thing you've done under the
influence of alcohol?
a

lthough

we at-

/ytend a Jesuit uni-

iersity

it

doesn't

ecessarily

mean

llthe students are
uite so innocent,
one student interiewed did not even
'ant a picture taken,

not

making judg-

MENTS, THINGS CAN

GET A LITTLE CRAZY
WHILE UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL.
LET'S SEE WHAT
THESE STUDENTS HAD
TO SAY ABOUT THEIR
'CRAZY' OR NOT-SOCRAZY DRINKING. EXPERIENCES.

I'm a

Nothing.

Criminal
justice major, junior

kaylie Siemens,

I ROLLED DOWN A
HILL IN FRONT OF

nickacosta,

SEATTLE CENTRAL
FOR $5 AND RAN
INTO A TREE.

Sophomore

AND OTHER OBSCENITIES OUT THE WINDOW
TO UNSUSPECTING STUDENTS AND DUCKED
BEFORE MY IDENTITY
WAS REVEALED.

PARTY, PEOPLE WERE
LEAVING, BUT I DIDN'T
WANT THEN TO LEAVE,

SO I HIDTHEIR SHOES
IN THE CLOSET.
Karen barayuga,
Social Work major,

international
Business major, junior

Gary Suan,

junior

I'VE NEVER HAD MORE
THAN 3 OR 4 DRINKS,
SO I'VE NEVER DONE
ANYTHING REALLY
CRAZY.

Trevor Cauble, English
Major Senior

I YELLED, TO MAMA'

AT MY BIRTHDAY

Sophomore

MYGIRLFRIENDS.

straight edge.

humanities for
teaching major,

Mike KELLEY, Spanish,

TOMMY TUESDAY
KARAOKE WITH

running

around campus
screaming 'penis'.
Troy fagan, nursing

Major, freshman

I DON'T DRINK AT ALL.
I DON'T THINK IT IS
NECESSARY TO HAVE A
GOOD TIME.

Jennifer Pearson, premajor,

Freshman

